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Lever Speed
I enjoyed John Barsness article on 

lever and pump rifles in the October 
issue. I purchased a BLR in .22 -250 in the 
early ’90s. The gun was manufactured in 
the early ’80s but showed very little use. 
It has been a joy to own and is certainly 
extremely accurate. It loves Remington 
55-grain softpoints. The one statement 
in the article I would dispute is the speed 
of fire of this model. I can’t speak about 
the other lever actions mentioned, 
however, the BLR is not referred to as 
the “lightening” BLR for no reason. 
With the smooth action and short lever 
throw, I’m confident that I (or any other 
shooter familiar with this gun) can cycle 
through the 5-round capacity as quickly 
as a bolt rifle shooter can get off two.

Ron Taylor
via e-mail

No Body Armor
I would like to respond to the letter 

from Mr. Vasse in the September 2011 
issue. I have not located the ad for body 
armor that has Mr. Vasse so upset to 
read it again, the only ad I recall seeing 
in GUNS was for a ballistic panel best 
described as a “bib” that would provide 
some protection to the chest area. As I 
recall, the cover for the panel was set up 
to hold a gun, spare magazine, flashlight 
and cell phone and had a strap that you 
put around your neck (like putting on a 
necklace), just a simple “grab and go” 
device. 

As for the “Goblins and house 
invaders buying them by the crate-
load,” they won’t buy this type of 
product, they will steal full coverage 
protective vests from anyplace they can, 
and I doubt if they read this magazine 
to see the ads.

You put out a quality magazine with 
good articles and good product ads, 
don’t change any of it.

Doug Andrews 
via e-mail

CZ’s Safety
I’m a big fan of CZ 75s and its clones, 

so I really enjoyed the September, 2011 
article on the CZ 75B 9mm in high 
polished stainless steel. Unfortunately, 
I must point out a mistake in the article.

Dave says, “The manual safety can 
also be applied when the hammer is 
forward, and does not lock the slide.” I 
own a full-sized CZ 75B and three CZ 
75 Compacts, all with manual safeties. 
The safety can’t be activated on any of 
them if the hammer is forward. The 
result is that if you choose to manually 
lower the hammer and carry the pistol 
loaded in this manner, you will be 
unable to activate the manual safety. 

I personally do not find carrying the 
pistol in double action mode with the 
safety off to be safer than carrying it in 
single action mode with the safety on, 
so I question the point of even using a 
manual safety CZ 75 in double action 
mode. I carry mine in single action 
mode and enjoy using them that way.

On the other hand, Tanfoglio’s EAA 
Witness and Canik’s CZ 75 clones can 
all be carried with the manual safety on 
in double-action mode, so they offer an 
advantage over the CZ in this respect.

Brett Tanner 
via e-mail

I always carry CZ 75 pistols (and 
clones) cocked and locked. The CZ 
75B was packed for return to CZ before 
I thought to check safety operation. I 
checked one of my TZ-75 clones, drove to 
the local gun shop, but the 75B on display 
had been sold. So (rashly) I concluded 
the CZ 75B operated like the Tanfoglio. 
Foolish of me to be sure. Assumption is 
the brother (or is it the mother?) of all 
screwups.—Dave Anderson

Correction
Editor’s Note: We inadvertently 

described the Old West Reproduction 
Holster in the Sept Gun of the Month 
contest as a 112R, when it should 
have been 112RHC to denote the 
hand carving. In addition, we gave an 
inaccurate website address. 

Contact information for Old West 
Reproductions is as follows:

RICk BACHMAN
OLD WEST REPRODUCTIONS
446 FLORENCE SOUTH LOOP

FLORENCE, MT 59833
(406) 273-2615, WWW.

OLDWESTREPRODUCTIONS.COM
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The Pro CDP I I™ .45 ACP has a 
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a Carry Melt™ treatment for rounded 
and blended edges.
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The Kimber CDP.
Carry Without Compromise.
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No one likes old stuff  any better 
than me. If  it’s the right item, I’ll 
choose old stuff  over the new almost 
every time. Bluntly, although it drives 
some people nuts, I like old Smith & 
Wesson handguns, the 1960s and ’70s 
are favorites and it drives my poor 
friend Antonio Miele from S&W nuts, 
and drives him to say, “Whatcha’ want 
dat old crap for?”

But, as Tony is Smith & Wesson’s 
premier actual gun guy working at 
the Springfield plant, he is interested 
in selling the product of today—as it 
should be. The new Smith & Wesson’s 
are as good as they have ever been, but 
I like the old Smith’s just as I like old 
cars (even though those old cars often 
are a pain in the overheating-leaking-
oil-gas-guzzling backside).

holsters
No one, and I mean no one, is 

harder on gear than Heidi, the bride 
of my life. Not from abuse but because 
she actually uses her stuff. When it 
comes to holsters she usually wears 

them out two at a time and she wears 
guns like most folks wear shoes. The 
holsters worn daily, as she says, are 
comfortable, but after everyday wear 
day after day, month after month, 
they wear out. 

I always have two new holsters at the 
ready but the transition period for her 
is the worst. I’ll suggest she change over 
to the new holster, but, of course, who 
would want to change after months of 
break-in to the perfect fit? So the final 
sales pitch goes something like, “Hey, 
are your retention straps going to fail 
and drop the guns at an inappropriate 
moment?” So, with pause, she switches. 
The change over takes about a week 
to wear in. Once Heidi breaks the new 
holsters in, she is happy, and I am 
happy as my partner always has and 
carries two guns (isn’t it great?). 

I recently saw a photo of an old 
holster worn to the point of frazzle. 
During the holstered-while-sitting-in-
the-car mode, an edge of the holster 
engaged the trigger and the gun fired 
while the guy was trying to get in or 

out of the car. Bad holster? Bad gun? 
I think not. I think a proper and good 
condition holster will protect the 
trigger of any type of pistol. Blame 
the holster or blame the gun, but 
replace the holster.

Magazines
This up front is an over-the-top 

pet peeve of mine, I warn you. Why 
some idiot—who is most often a nice 
person—would travel thousands of 
miles and spend thousands of dollars 
to attend a class and then bring some 
piece of crap (and that wasn’t the 
word I was thinking of as I wrote this) 
magazine to shoot in a pistol with the 
knowledge it doesn’t work correctly 
when they brought it to school, amazes 
me beyond belief  and words. And as a 
Clint response to their insanity, I have 
literally cured the “bad” magazine gig 

•  C L I N t  S M I t h  •  P h O t O S :  h E I d I  S M I t h  •

OLd StUff
Is fun stuff. Know when to
retire it from active duty.

Old stuff is cool, old rifles, old handguns, old 
cartridges, old magazines, old holsters—all that used 

dusty, rusty, bent, scratch-and-dent-sale worn history is 
often pretty nifty gear. And a lot of it can get you killed!—
If you let it.

The original Marine issue sniper rifle made in 
1944 with Unertl scope still shoots 1" groups 
from a rest. The G.A. Precision and Robar bolt 
rifles of today are better.

heidi the BOO and Clint with an original 1877 
Sharps in .45-70. This was an accurate rock-
solid rifle, but Clint might think twice if the 
three were wandering around Alaska looking for 
bears.
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a hundred times over by taking the 
magazine and throwing it as hard as I 
can over the range berm! 

Test your pistol and rifle 
magazines, number them, use them 
and throw them away when they do 
not work correctly! The same goes for 
speedloaders for the wheelies. That 
will get you killed. If  you don’t care 
about yourself  think of the people 
who might depend on you. Geez, 
don’t be goofy, carry good magazines. 
Enough other stuff  will go wrong and 
you do not need to help the stupid 
fairy—she’ll show up on her own.

Guns
I like old guns; I have shot Bison 

with an original Sharps rifle circa 
1877, but I would not go Brown 
bear hunting with that rifle. I have 
on occasion, in some depth, carried 
a Single Action Army for personal 
defense as a research gig. I am glad 
I was never tested entering a bank 
under robbery while carrying that 
SAA revolver. I might have done 
OK as while carrying the SAA, I was 
under behavior modification as to 

levels of response to potential threats. 
Short range was never a concern 

as I’ve carried black powder loads—a 
stunning statement of power at 
arm’s length. Speed of response was 

never a concern. Mostly it was about 
reloading, continuity of fire and other 
things often addressed more positively 
by the self-loading pistol of 1911, or 
a Glock or something. Maybe carry 

The original .45-60 WCF 1876 Winchester and early .45 Colt SAA are both good guns. Just make 
sure they work.

Trapdoors, Krags and the Springfield ’03s (above) are still solid 
rifles but the M4 rifle of today would serve for defensive purposes 
and be readily available.

The Winchester 1897 riot and trench guns were solid performers in their time but the 
Remington 870s on the right side would be the guns seen most often today.
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a second Single Action Army. Two is 
always better than one.

Ammunition
I would hope not to go here but… 

the two loudest sounds in the world 
are a gun that goes click when it is 
supposed to boom and a gun that 
goes boom when it is supposed to go 
click. Many of you reading this know 
exactly what I mean. Get the clicks 
and booms sorted out.

Be guarded about old ammo. As a 
cop in the ’70s I had an elderly lady 
give me a Wehrmacht-marked P-38 
pistol and a coffee can full of olive-
drab-green 9mm cartridges. There was 
a reddish lacquer-like finish around 
the projectile and case edge as well as 
around the primer. The can contained 
by count 496 rounds and the case 
head stamp was 1942 (this was 1979). 
I fired every round through that P-38 
and all but four rounds failed to fire. 
Pretty good results, then again I see 
no reason to test the theory. Carry the 
best ammo you can.

I’ve had lots of  factory cartridge 
failures, but over the last 45 years of 
shooting the percentage of failure is 
amazingly small. I would be inclined 
not to play Russian roulette with 
37-year-old German ammo or any 
other. That said, I would still carry 
the best fresh ammunition I could get.

Old is good, new is good. Carry 
and use what you like, just make sure 
it works.

Used holsters, I mean really used (above)! 
They should be replaced once they reach this 
level of wear. The base holsters are Renegade 
made in Arizona. The old gold-tone 20-round 
AR magazine (below) is really old. Still new in 
the wrapper are four 20-round magazines made 
in April of 1970. The MagPul, Lancer and Fusil 
(left) are all better magazines

NEW! From Iver Johnson PAS 12 Shotgun

321-636-3377 • www.iverjohnsonarms.com

• Pump Action Self Defense 12ga
• 18” smooth bore barrell
• Lightweight alloy receiver
• Cross trigger block safety
• Synthetic, grooved forend with belled 
    back end for perfect grip

• Smooth, dual action bars for quick & easy pumping action
• Available models with front blade sight only, or adj. rear sight    
    w/fiber optic frt sight & with or w/o extended, ventilated choke
• Standard model also available in all satin nickel or 2 tone
• Manufactured by Armed Guns in Turkey

Available through Big Rock Sports, RSR, or dealer direct

MSRP: $270 - $342

Visit our website for more details and available options!

IverJohnson.indd   1 7/26/11   3:17:47 PM

THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS
Introducing the NEW 
Rock River Arms PDS 

Pistol — the � rst of 
a new generation of 
� rearms. � e patent-

pending Piston Driven System, 
with a 2-position gas port regulator, eliminates the need for a 
traditional AR-style recoil mechanism. � e multiple mount-
ing rails also include RRA’s exclusive full-length top rail system.

Folding  ambidextrous  
non-reciprocating  
charging  handles

Rear  Sling / Accessory
Mounting  rail

MS1913  rail  on  
regulator  housing

DISCOVER  THE  POSSIBILITIES  at  www.rockriverarms.com

Home

LE

Hunt

Target

PDS CARBINE ALSO AVAILABLE

Piston
Driven
System

Guaranteed 
1 MOA Accuracy!

http://www.rockriverarms.com
http://www.iverjohnsonarms.com
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In the 1950s, Americans found 
themselves prospering in the post-
World War II boom, and many 
hunters wanted new rifles for use 
on big game in distant places from 
Alaska to Africa. At the end of 
the war, only two American rifles 
were being chambered for above .30 
cartridges designed for game bigger 
than deer: the Model 71 Winchester 
lever action in .348 WCF, and the 
Model 70 Winchester chambered for 
the .375 H&H. The Model 71 was 
relatively short-ranged, and American 
hunters had already started moving 
toward scoped bolt actions. The .375 
was considered perfect for brown 
bear, but most hunters considered it 
too large for everything else in North 

America—and those who hunted 
in Africa considered it a little too 
small for Cape buffalo, rhinoceros 
and elephant. (And yes, in the 1950s, 
rhinos were still part of a “general 
bag” in Kenya and Tanganyika, then 
the center of the safari industry.) 

In 1956, Winchester introduced 
the .458 Winchester, a belted magnum 
designed to approximate the ballistics 
of the traditional British big bores. 
Even though the Model 70’s action 
easily accommodated the long .375 
H&H, Winchester made the .458 the 
same overall length as the .30-06, to 
fit in the magazines of war-surplus 
1903 Springfield and 98 Mauser rifles, 
at that time a mainstay of the custom 
rifle industry.

In 1958 Winchester brought out 
two more cartridges on the .458 case, 
the .264 and .338 Magnums. The 
.264 was a direct assault on three 
of Roy Weatherby’s sub-.30-caliber 
magnums: the .257, .270 and 7mm, 
and eventually became the most 
popular Winchester Magnum. 

keith’s Influence
The .338 appeared primarily 

because of  gun writer Elmer Keith, 
who’d been experimenting with 
medium-bore rounds for decades. 
In the 1930s, he used the .35 Whelen 
on game from mule deer in Idaho to 
brown bear in Alaska. But Keith was 
also a long-range target shooter, and 
through experimentation with British 
bullets for the .333 Jeffery, eventually 
decided that .33-caliber bullets were 
the best compromise between up-
close thumping and long-range 
trajectory. Along with gunsmith 
Charlie O’Neil and a wealthy 
sportsman named Don Hopkins, 
Keith developed wildcats called the 
.333 and .334 OKH (O’Neil-Keith-
Hopkins). The .333 was the .30-06 
necked up, while the .334 was the 
.300 H&H necked up, with a sharper 
shoulder.

Keith wrote about his .33s in 
several magazines, including GUNS. 
Eventually, they stirred up enough 
interest for Winchester to make one 
of their new “short magnums” a .33, 
though they changed the bullet to 
.338", the same diameter used in their 
obsolete .33 Winchester.

Keith much preferred 250- to 
300-grain bullets in .33 caliber. 
Winchester obliged with a 250-grain 
Silvertip spitzer at 2,700 fps and a 
300-grain roundnose Power Point at 
2,450. They also slipped in a 200-grain 
Power Point spitzer at 3,000 fps, a 
load Keith loathed. He’d railed his 
entire adult life against “high-velocity, 
blow-up rounds,” and here Winchester 
stuck their (his) new .33 with exactly 
that sort of bullet.

Even with a wide variety of factory 
loads the .338 Winchester Magnum 
didn’t sell very well for an excellent 
reason: With 250- and 300-grain 
bullets it kicked too much for most 
shooters, and even hunters heading for 
Alaska and Africa often stayed with 

•  J O h N  B A R S N E S S  •

thE .338 
WINChEStER MAGNUM
After a slow start, this modest .33 

is proving its versatility.

The .338 Winchester is the most popular “magnum” 
above .30 caliber in North America, though it had a slow 

start. To understand why and how handloading the .338 
has changed, let’s take a memory trip down cartridge lane.

The .338 Winchester is a relatively large big-
game cartridge for north American hunting, 
but it still isn’t enough to guarantee an 
Alaskan moose won’t end up in the water.
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the .375 H&H. Also, five years later, 
Winchester took away part of the 
.338’s potential market by introducing 
the .300 Winchester Magnum, for 
most hunters a far more shootable 
round.

Big And Slow
The reason Keith liked 250- or 

300-grain .338 bullets was simple: 
He’d grown up in the pre-WWII era 
when every hunting bullet on earth 
had a lead core inside a relatively 
thin jacket of harder metal. There 
were no bonded, partitioned or 
monolithic “premium” bullets, and 
heavy, medium-velocity bullets tended 
to hold together and penetrate deeper, 
especially on game larger than deer.

By the time the .338 appeared, 
however, Nosler Partitions had been 
on the market for a decade. Keith 
never really understood the Partition, 
insisting the heaviest .338 (at the 
time a 250-grain “semi-spitzer”) 
should have weighed at least 275 and 
preferably 300 grains. Meanwhile, 
less hide-bound handloaders started 
using 210- and 250-grain Partitions 
in .338s and found out they worked 
wonderfully, and the 210 shot a lot 
flatter and kicked a lot less than 250- 
and 300-grain bullets.

Lighter Bullets
In the 1970s, Winchester dropped 

the 300-grain load, because hardly 
anybody bought it anymore, and by 
the 1980s (when I started using the 
.338), even the factories had started 
loading premium bullets weighing 
less than 250 grains. By then elk 
populations had really started rising, 
and more premium bullets appeared. 
Hunters found out the .338 worked 
great with bullets weighing 200 to 225 
grains not just on elk but Alaskan 
moose, brown bear and African plains 
game. 

There are still some hunters 
who firmly state that “the .338 is a 
250-grain cartridge.” Part of their 
reasoning is that with lighter bullets 
.30 magnums shoot a little flatter, 
due to the higher ballistic coefficient 
of their bullets. This is certainly true, 
and I’ve pointed it out myself. But 
my experience with the .338 has led 
to the conclusion that lighter bullets 
not only kill quicker, but shoot plenty 
flat at “normal” hunting ranges of 
under 500 yards. Plus, the advent of 
laser rangefinders, ballistic reticles 
and “tactical turrets” has made the 
slight trajectory advantage of 180- to 
200-grain .308 spitzers irrelevant. 

It’s just as easy to hit a bull elk at 
600 yards with a 200-grain .338 bullet 

as it is with a 180-grain .30, and any 
difference in killing power lies with the 
larger bullet. The lighter bullets also 
make the .338 more “shootable,” since 
they result in noticeably less recoil, 
and the .338 is also easy to download 
slightly, duplicating the .338-06 for 
hunting deer-sized game at typical 
woods ranges.

On the other hand, the long-
range hunting trend has brought 
back heavier .338 bullets, even those 
weighing up to 300 grains. A 250- or 
300-grain spitzer boattail will really 
carry the mail beyond 500 yards, 
and drift in the wind less than lighter 
bullets. But many super-sleek bullets 
won’t fit right in the magazine of a 
.338 Winchester, and the 300 grainers 
can’t be started at more than 2,500 
fps; the reason long-range hunters 
who use a .33 go with bigger rounds, 
especially the .338 Remington Ultra 
Magnum or .338 Lapua. 

Many handloaders assume since 
the .338 Winchester is a “magnum,” 
only slow-burning powders are 
suitable, but the bore-to-capacity 
ratio is like the .30-06, one reason 
my custom .338 has a 22" barrel. 
Medium-rate powders get just about 
as much velocity with bullets up to 
215 grains, and often with better 
accuracy. Since the 1980s, I’ve only 
taken two big-game animals with a 
250-grain bullet, an eland and blue 
wildebeest in Namibia. Everything 
has been taken with 200- or 230-grain 
bullets, and they all worked great from 
the “modern” .338. 

.338 WINChEStER hANdLOAdEd 
AMMO PERfORMANCE

 BulleT POWder ChArge VelOCITy grOuP SIze
 (BrANd, BulleT WeIghT, TyPe) (BrANd) (grAINS WeIghT) (fPS) (INCheS)

 Barnes 185 TSX Varget 65.0 3,077  .92 
 CT 200 Ballistic Silvertip RL-15 66.0 3,012 .62 
 Nosler 200 AccuBond RL-15 66.0 3,001 1.06
 Speer 200 Hot-Cor IMR4895 60.0 2,766* 1.47
 Nosler 210 Partition RL-15 65.0 2,901 .95
 Nosler 210 Partition RL-19 76.0 2,888 1.43
 Barnes 210 TSX Hunter 73.0 2,895 .90
 Sierra 215 GameKing 4007SSC 67.0 2,822 1.03
 Hornady 225 SP H4831 75.0 2,770 1.38
 Nosler 225 Partition RL-22 77.0 2,810 .98
 Hornady 250 SP  Hunter  71.0 2,665 .93
 Nosler 250 Partition IMR4350 69.0 2,656 1.05 

Notes: All handloads were chronographed a 22" barrel. 
Add 50 fps for the approximate velocity from a 24" barrel. *.338-06 equivalent 

This 400-pound namibian 
gemsbok was taken with a 
200-grain nosler Ballistic 
Tip, still available as the 
Combined Technology (CT) 
Ballistic Silvertip. It broke 
the bull’s shoulder and 
spine, ending up under 
the skin of the rump on 
the opposite side.
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There is much to decide. 
Mainspring housing configuration? 
Full-length guide rod or not? How big 
a mag well? Big or small thumb safety, 
single-side or ambidextrous? Trigger 
length? Grip safety style? 

Mainspring housing
The flat-back mainspring housing 

of the original 1911 pistol, the US 
Army Ordnance Board determined 
after WWI, might have been a culprit 
in the gun often shooting low in 
combat. (Apparently, desperately 
jerking the trigger to keep from being 
killed didn’t rank high as a factor in 
their analysis.) An arched housing 
was created for the 1911A1 to drive 
the muzzle upward, and it remained 

on the Colt pistol through most of the 
20th Century. By the 1950s, though, 
serious shooters often found they 
preferred the flat housing, and it’s all 
but standard today. A few years ago 
Ed Brown created the Bobtail, which 
proved to work so well that other 
manufacturers have gone to it since as 
an option: Dan Wesson, Kimber, and 
S&W come to mind. Which is best? 

When I was young, I thought the 
standard gun writer statement of “try 
’em all, and pick the one that fits you 
best” was a huge cop-out. Decades of 
experience taught me; in this case at 
least, it was the correct answer.

Some consider the Full-Length 
Guide Rod for the recoil spring the 
mark of the professional 1911 user, 

though fewer did in the past. I know 
masters of the 1911 who feel it’s an 
essential feature for accuracy and 
reliability, and others who wouldn’t 
have it in their guns. Slightly over 50 
years of owning and shooting 1911 
pistols has swayed me toward the latter 
side of the argument. I honestly can’t 
see an improvement in either accuracy 
or reliability with the FLGR. 

On the down side, the FLGR is a 
minor to major pain in the butt for 
fieldstripping and a huge liability for 
fieldstripping in (duh) the field. I’ve 
seen the 2-piece ones fail and tie up 
the gun as well. I own 1911s that have 
1-piece FLGRs and work fine. They 
came with it installed, and it wasn’t 
a deal breaker. I promise myself  that 
one day, though, I’ll find time to get 
a bunch of standard recoil spring 
systems and swap ’em into every dang 
one of those pistols….

Safeties
My first 1911 was a Colt produced 

for the US military circa 1917. (No, 
I didn’t get it new, I just look that 
old.) It had that little tiny nubbin of a 
safety lever on the left side only. I got 
used to it. What tore me up, literally, 
was the short little grip safety that dug 
into the web of my hand, and allowed 

•  M A S S A d  A y O O B  •

A MAttER Of ChOICE
Apart from sizes and calibers, the 

1911 user has other selections to make.

As the Centennial year of the 1911 pistol approaches its 
end, we’ll have more people than ever using them. Some 

out of nostalgia, like the old guy here—who always had a 
soft spot for ’em, but has spent an inordinate percentage 
of time carrying them in celebration of the anniversary—
and some who have finally decided to buy their first, to 
determine for themselves what all the fuss is about.

A well dimensioned thumb safety and ergonomic 
beavertail grip safety with speed bump (not to 
mention a novak rear sight), are all standard on 
the new Ruger SR1911.

The arched mainspring housing was standard soon after WWI until recently (top left on a Series ’70 
Colt) when the early, original flat mainspring housing (top right on a Series ’80 Colt) has made a 
resurgence. The newest iteration of the mainspring housing, the “Bobtail” configuration, created by 
ed Brown (bottom), is shown on an ed Brown executive Carry 1911.
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the flesh there to be pinched between 
it and the hammer. The spade-shaped 
grip safety created by Jim Hoag, 
and the duckbill style that followed 
it, were a Godsend for comfort, and 
the duckbill’s upswept tang helped 
guide the reaching hand into grasping 
position for a faster, surer draw under 
stress. Duckbills are on all the 1911s 
I regularly use now along with the 
raised bottom edge that I call a speed 
bump, which some call a memory 
groove. It’s there to guarantee the grip 
safety and is depressed if  you shoot 
with a straight or high thumb, which 
pulls the web of the hand away from 
the center of the grip safety.

Should the thumb safety be 
standard size or wider, and what is 
standard size today? The “gas pedal” 
safeties of the 1980s wiped off  a little 
too easily, especially in ambidextrous 
mode, giving rise to folks who 
wouldn’t have an ambi on their gun 
because their forearm would wipe the 
outside lever down into fire position 
when it bumped the gun as they 
walked down the street. Personally, I 
like an ambi in case I need to use the 
gun with my non-dominant hand, 
or lend it to a lefty (something we 
instructors are more likely to have to 
do), and I don’t like it to extend too 
far from the gun. Each of us have 

to make our own choices on that, 
based on carry position, body shape, 
lifestyle, etc. Not having an ambi isn’t 
a deal breaker when this righty buys a 
1911, but for me personally, an ambi 
is a definite plus.

Mag Wells
Jeff  Cooper pointed out in the 

1950s that beveling the magazine well 
would make the reload faster and 
surer. He was so right about it that the 
mag wells got bigger. Today, we have 
some large enough that if  you turn the 
gun upside-down, you can use it as a 
flowerpot. I personally think the ideal 
is one that doesn’t extend the butt, 
being swaged outward by a master 
pistolsmith. It’s expensive; I only 
own two, both Colts, one by Mark 
Morris and the other by Richard 
Heinie, and wish I could afford to 
have all my 1911s made that way. If  
I need maximum concealment, I go 
with the light bevel and a flat-bottom 
magazine; otherwise, a small add-
on mag well does me just fine. Each 
of us has our own set of needs and 
priorities.

Bottom line? There is no more 
“customizable” pistol with more 
accessories available than the 1911. 
Get it your way and you’ll be more 
happy with your 1911.

Recoil spring assemblies include John Browning’s 
original (above, left) and the modern Full-Length 
Guide Rod, both on Springfield Armory .45s. One 
improvement to John Browning’s original design 
is the beveled magazine well, shown integral 
and still flush-bottomed on a SW1911 (below, 
left) and an added funneled mag well on Kimber 
Custom II (right).

P.O. Box 9295, Fountain Valley, CA  92728      714.596.1013
Fax  714.848.7208         www.Mauser.net  

To Buy One, Just Call Us Direct  

800-274-4124
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The Soviet 
PPSh-41 in the 
Battle of Berlin, 
April, 1945, at 
the Brandenburg 
Gate, which still 
stands in Berlin 
today.
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I can imagine him today standing 
there at his cluttered workbench 
which has been recreated at the John 
M. Browning Firearms Museum 
in Ogden, Utah, setting out the 
dimensions of a new Model 1911 
chambered for the .22 Long Rifle. 
That he didn’t, opened up a unique 
opportunity for Browning’s current 
engineers to do something especially 
creative for the 100th anniversary 
of the United States Military’s 
adoption of the Model of 1911. What 
they created has turned out to be a 
sensational, new rimfire handgun. So 
let there be a nice drum roll for the 
introduction of the Browning 1911-
22. 

According to Browning’s Firearms 
Manager, Denny Wilcox, the 1911-
22 has been in the hopper since 2008 
when work on the concept began. 
It’s existence up until the 2011 
SHOT Show was a well-kept secret. 
Browning knows how to keep secrets 
when it comes to firearms in the 
design phase. I had an opportunity to 
visit the Browning engineering offices 
one summer. When you entered an 
engineer’s office, he either turned his 
computer off  or turned to something 
less than confidential. It reminded 
me of the stories of the old English 
gun trade in which the individual 
craftsmen would cover up the work 
on their bench with their apron if  
anyone approached. Anyway, I don’t 
think you’d have much luck being 
an industrial spy in the Browning 
engineering offices.

Ryan Cook, Browning’s Lead 
Design Engineer, said the first thing 
they did was to model a full size 1911 
in their CAD system. The challenge 
was to determine what the optimum 
size should be for a .22 rimfire built 
on the 1911 design. They began with 
a full 100-percent rimfire model 
which was progressively shrunk and 
prototyped at 90 percent, 85 percent 
and 75 percent of full size. 

What finally “felt” right was the 
85-percent prototype. What rings 
true and is remarkable to me is at the 
85-percent scale, you can still get all 
of your fingers on the grip, instead of 
having your little pinky floating out in 
space or wrapped under the magazine 
floorplate. I also noticed that at 85 

•  h O L t  B O d I N S O N  •

SMALL SCALE 1911
Browning’s 85 percent solution.

My favorite picture of John Browning shows him 
standing in his workshop, holding up his hand 

and estimating the size of a needed new part between 
his outstretched thumb and forefinger while one of his 
machinists has grabbed a vernier caliper and is quickly 
measuring and recording the distance between those 
gifted fingers. It exemplifies the mechanical genius he 
was, not someone hunched over a drafting table, but a 
mechanic who would file, chisel or machine part-by-part of 
a new firearm design he could visualize in his fertile mind. 

no illusion. The 1911-22 is an 
85-percent sized version of John 
Browning’s classic Model of 
1911 .45 ACP.

The Browning scaled down 1911-
22 is as perfectly proportioned as 
the full-size  1911, and handles 
exceedingly well.
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percent, the 10-shot .22 LR magazine, 
made of tempered steel, is perfectly 
proportioned to the grip frame and 
magazine well. 

With the exception of a locking 
barrel, since this is a blowback action, 
all of the elements of a Model 1911 
are there in the 1911-22. It even 
fieldstrips just like its older brother. 
Made at Browning’s Buck Mark pistol 
plant in Salt Lake City, the 1911-22 
slide and frame are machined from 
aircraft grade 7075 T6 aluminum and 
then matt black anodized. The weight 
of the completed pistol is an even 1 
pound.

The 4-1/2" barrel is button rifled, 
given a target crown and is slightly 
belled at the muzzle to fit snugly 
within the barrel bushing. The barrel 
is pressed and pinned into a stainless 
steel breechblock which incorporates 
the polished feed ramp, is stamped 
with the caliber designation and is also 
drilled for the slide stop. The block 
is what you see in the ejection port. 
Another steel block which carries the 
breech face, firing pin and extractor is 
located at the rear of the slide. 

Speaking of slides, did you know 
John Browning invented the enclosed 
slide design for semi-automatic pistols? 
I’ve never felt he received the fame he 
should have for that revolutionary 
design which characterizes all of his 
pistol models. The 1911-22 has the 
same endearing slab-sided look and 
feel of the Model 1911. The 1911-22 
slips into your pocket oh so nicely! 

Other design elements in the 1911-
22 worth mentioning are its arched 
mainspring housing which enhances 
the pistol’s natural pointing qualities, 
its 17-1/2-degree grip angle, and its 
grip safety and thumb safety. It’s 1911 
all the way. It’s quite a package and 
now there is even a “compact” model 
sporting a 3-5/8" barrel, weighing 
15 ounces, as well as two cased, 
commemorative, engraved sets.

At 20 yards, CCI’s Mini-Mag (above) would be 
hard to beat. here’s what a plinker should be 
used for (below). 

The little Browning breaks down just like a full-
size Model 1911.
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How does it handle and shoot? 
The 1911-22 has enough heft, size 
and balance to handle well and all the 
controls are within reach and function 
perfectly. Being a single-action auto 
of Browning design, the 1911-22 
can be carried in “Condition 3” 
(military mode) a full magazine and 
hammer down on an empty chamber; 
in “Condition 2” (Mexican police 
mode), hammer down on a loaded 
chamber; or “Condition 1”, chamber 
loaded, hammer cocked and thumb 
safety engaged. Because the size of 
the hammer, trigger and thumb safety 
are somewhat petite and the 1911-
22 is really just a plinker, I would 
recommend a “Condition 3” carry.

I ran everything through the 1911-
22 from Aguila Colibri and subsonic to 
high-velocity 1,650 fps loads. With the 
exception of low-powered rounds like 
the Colibri and CCI CB Long which 
will not function the slide, the 1911-22 
digested everything without a hiccup. 
The low, 1911-style sights were on at 
25 yards and at tin can kicking ranges 
of 15'. The trigger is OK and averaged 
5 pounds, 7 ounces on a Lyman 
electronic gauge. Browning accuracy 
specification for the 1911-22 is 2-1/2" 
at 25 yards, and the pistol is quite 
capable of that level of performance 
with the right ammunition.

If you have any affection at all for 
the Model 1911, you are going to love 
this classy, little gun. It’s a charming 
rendition of John Browning’s classic 
plus the first year, 100th anniversary, 
production guns come with a collector’s 
certificate of authenticity and pistol 
rug. Above all, Browning’s 1911-22 is 
a totally fun gun to handle and shoot. 
Because of its size and weight, it’s a 
great plinking handgun for the whole 
family. Frankly, you won’t be able to 
keep your hands off it!
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1911-22
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However, in the last few years I’ve 
come to realize I do possess power. I 
have power mostly over teenage boys 
but also to a lesser degree over some 
girls. I have the power to get them 
to fetch things for me, to help me 
carry stuff, even walk my dog. Most 
importantly I have the power to get 
them to listen to what I have to say. 

What I have is machine gun power. 
That’s not power from fear of full-
autos but the power that arises from 
young people’s desire to shoot my 
machine guns. Promise a teenage boy 
who usually is focused on doing as he 
pleases, that by lending a hand he will 
be able to shoot your machine gun, 
and you will have his full attention. 

This I learned early on after taking 
possession of my first couple of 

World War II vintage submachine 
guns. Some friends have their own 
private range where occasionally they 
put on invitational BPCR Silhouette 
matches. It’s a weekend event with 
camping at the range and a picnic 
atmosphere with kids, dogs, bikes, and 
ATVs. The first time I took along my 
sub-guns the idea was to let some of 
the competitors have a try with them 
after the match. However, when I 
turned loose the first burst from one, 
parents from all over the range area 
later told me that their kids stopped 
in their tracks and collectively said, 
“What was that?” Then they dropped 
what they were doing and hot-footed 
towards the firing line. 

As things worked out, very few 
of the competitors got to fire my 

Thompson or German MP40 that 
weekend. The kids crowded them out!  
Almost all of them had their photos 
taken while shooting so they could 
have bragging rights with other kids. 
And every single one of them had a 
huge grin on their face after their turn. 

Right here I want to stress that 
I have let none of the young people 
shoot the guns without their parents’ 
consent. Also I’ve insisted they wear 
eye and ear protection. Furthermore 
I hover in easy reach and prefer to 
have another adult to their right and 
slightly back just in case. So far, not 
once, never, has one of the kids done 
a single dangerous thing. All seem to 
have intuitive respect for what is in 
their hands.

Come A Runnin’
At the next invitational BPCR 

Silhouette shoot I showed up the 
evening before. Most of the kids 
were off  on ATVs in the foothills. So 
I proceeded to let loose a burst from 
whatever full-auto I had brought. 
Later I was told that upon hearing 
that sound one of the kids jumped on 
his 4-wheeler and shouted, “Mike’s 
here! Let’s go.” 

In 2010 there was a cancer benefit 
in the form of a turkey shoot here 
in the Yellowstone River Valley. I 
donated ammunition and let people 
shoot four of my sub-guns with all 
their fees going to the benefit. At the 
end of the day there was an auction 
at some distance from the firing line 
so most attendees drifted that way. I 
began to pack up. 

However, two 14-year-old boys 
hung with me just asking questions 
about the guns. One of the boys was 
son to one of the cancer patients so 
I knew his life was tough during this 
time. I said, “You boys want to shoot 
some?” They looked sheepish and 
replied, “We don’t have any money.” 
I said, “I didn’t ask you if  you had 
money. I asked you if  you wanted to 
shoot some.” We plinked for another 
45 minutes with all four sub-guns. I 
will always remember their fun doing 
it. I hope they do too. That’s not all. 
Later I got a card from one of the boy’s 
mother—the one battling cancer. She 

•  M I k E  “ d U k E ”  V E N t U R I N O  •  P h O t O S :  y V O N N E  V E N t U R I N O  •

POWER!
A good kind.

entire volumes have been written about men’s desire for 
power over other men. usually the result of someone 

gaining such power is negative. There is that old saying, 
“Absolute power corrupts absolutely.” I hope a quest for 
power has never been part of my personality. I’ve usually 
been quite happy just to go my own way, or perhaps better 
said, to live and let live. 

This 10-year-old fellow, Sean Depaso, 
was not at all intimidated when 
shooting this German MG42 with its 
1,200 rounds per minute rate of fire.
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wrote, “My son doesn’t smile much 
but you made him smile. Thank you.” 
I’ve never had such a fine payment for 
doing something. 

Just last weekend after another 
day’s competing in the Montana State 
Championship for BPCR Silhouette, 
I again brought out a couple of full-
autos after the match. This time they 
were my most recent ones: an MP44 
and Lewis Gun. And again after 
the first burst there were plenty of 
people gathered about. One was a shy 
14-year-old girl whom I had never 
seen smile before or even speak if  not 
spoken to first. So I was surprised 
when she asked if  she could shoot the 
Lewis gun. I told her yes only if  she 
smiled at me afterwards. Not only was 
she smiling while shooting, but I got 
my big smile as thanks.

As that weekend was wrapping up 
two 14-year-old boys were sitting with 
me visiting about things in general. 
I don’t remember how it came up 
but one said he hated school. The 
other emphatically agreed. They were 
surprised when I said, “Me too!” One 
then said, “But you are a writer. You 
had to go to school for that, didn’t 
you?”

Trying to make my point, my 
response was “Yes, but I hate shovels 
more!” Both then had the proverbial 
“light bulbs coming on” expressions. 
That’s what I meant about using my 
machine gun power to get them to 
listen. 

Dillon Smithson (above), 14 years old, shooting 
Mike’s PPsh41 sub-gun on Mike’s home ground. 
even young girls (below) are not immune from 
machine gun power.
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Here’s how to disassemble and 
reassemble an AR-style firearm for 
routine cleaning. It’s not at all difficult, 
if  you know a couple “rules.” Nothing 
is what I would call a “force-fit.” 
There’s virtually no effort involved in 
either removing or putting the parts 
back to a whole. Make sure you lube 
the parts on first disassembly, by the 
way.

First step is to make sure the 
firearm is unloaded. That doesn’t 
mean just dropping its magazine. That 
means dropping its magazine, using 
the charging handle to retract the bolt 
carrier assembly, and then looking 
into the barrel chamber. Retract the 
bolt carrier fully so the hammer cocks 
back. Set the safety switch to “SAFE.” 
This may not seem fully necessary 
but it eliminates any worry about 
inadvertently tripping the trigger so 
the hammer can fall against the lower 
receiver—and crack the lower. Yikes!

Push the takedown pin (rear pin) 
through from left to right far enough 
to get hold of the head on the right 
side of the firearm. Get your left hand 
underneath supporting the fore-end. 
Pull the takedown pin fully out (it’s 
restrained by a detent so can’t come 
entirely out of the lower). Let the rear 
of the upper receiver move up, pivoting 
the fore-end downward so the rear of 
the upper receiver is up and away from 
the lower.

Retract the charging handle and 
bolt carrier fully out from the upper. 
Set the firearm aside and get hold of 
the carrier assembly.

The first step is to remove the firing 
pin retainer pin. With the bolt facing 
to the left, it’s the cotter-style pin and 
it removes from the left side of the bolt 
carrier. A bullet tip or similar-sized, 

non-marring contraption can help. 
More on this part in a bit. 

Turn the carrier upward and fish 
out the firing pin from its recess.

Next remove the bolt cam. When 
the bolt carrier is withdrawn from the 
upper, the bolt will be “out,” or fully 
forward. Push the bolt back into the 
carrier body so the cam pin is also 
pushed to its rearmost position. The 
cam pin is a rectangle. Rotate the cam 
pin so its short end is facing forward 
and then lift the pin free. This can be a 
chore on a brand new assembly, and it 
helps to wiggle the bolt a little forward. 

Pull the bolt free forward and free 
of the carrier body, and now it’s apart 
as far as we will take it. 

Reassembly
Yes, reassemble in reverse order, but 

I won’t leave you with only that. 
Push the bolt all the way back into 

the carrier body, ejector button (round 
piece) on the bolt face to the left and 
extractor (“claw”) to the right. That’s 
the only way the cam pin can be 
reinstalled, so no worries about a mess 
up. Turn the cam pin so its short side 
is facing forward to insert the pin, and 
then turn it 90 degrees so its long side is 
forward. This has aligned the channel 
in the bolt body and the cam pin to 
accept the firing pin. Push the firing 
pin fully into its recess. This is very 
important because it’s not the only 
way this step can go. The function of 
the firing pin retainer is, well, to retain 
the firing pin from slipping back. The 
retaining pin has to go in behind the 
firing pin collar. Easiest is to turn the 
carrier assembly bolt down. 

Now. Firing pin retainers can be 
stubborn to impossible to reinstall. I’ve 
seen several now deformed in factory 
assembly, and the last 6-pack I bought 
only gave me three that were usable. 
This piece—if it’s otherwise correct—
will get a whole lot easier to reinstall 
after use. It’s a real “feel” operation, 
and rotating the pin here to there can 
make it a lot easier. The open ends 
of the pin have to squeeze together in 
alignment before they’ll fit into the hole 
on the right side of the carrier body. 
Snags are common, and do not tap or 
otherwise hammer on this part. Push 
the retaining pin below flush from the 
left and, just for grins, make sure the 
firing pin is indeed retained. 

Get the charging handle and place it 
into the upper. There’s a notch the little 
ears on the forward end of the handle 
have to slide into to get the handle fully 
up into its slot. It’s easiest the first few 
times if you invert the unhinged upper 
so you can see the slot. Drag the handle 
to the rear until it “snaps” through this 
opening, then push it forward a little to 
retain the handle in its slot. 

Important! Pull the bolt fully 
forward before you install the carrier 
assembly into the upper. Only way it 
works. 

•  G L E N  Z E d I k E R  •

BASIC BREAk dOWN
It’s not hard once you’ve 

done it a few times.

This is basic stuff. Basics matter. Sometimes we, and 
certainly I, tend to forget having learned what we 

know. Well, I have to watch for that. In the last couple 
of weeks I’ve had a couple of locals call me after 
purchasing their new Ar-15 wanting to know, “What 
now…?”  They can’t be alone. 

Firing pin retainers don’t seem to be what they 
used to be. I’ve had messes with messes of 
them. The unquestioned easiest solution is 
buying a better part, and the “old-style” solid 
retaining pin (right) from DPMS is the “it,” 
I think. As often as this assembly should be 
disassembled it’s money well spent. Otherwise, 
pinching the open ends together and stoning or 
sanding them all shiny-like should be routine.

This is cool. It’s a takedown pin tool. Comes 
on a key ring. It starts the pin through more 
easily. Some ARs are pretty tight out of the box. 
Don’t hammer! Just grease the pin and keep 
pressure downward on the upper when removing 
or installing. 
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Leave the charging handle out 
enough so the bolt carrier keyway 
(the tube atop the assembly) fits into 
the hollow channel on the underside 
of  the charging handle, slide the 
handle and carrier into the upper. 
Give it a little smack to seat the 
charging handle latch into its notch 
and the back of  the carrier flush with 
the back of  the upper receiver. 

Go ahead and dab some grease 
on the rear takedown pin. Swing the 
upper back down atop the lower and, 
while applying pressure downward 
on the charging handle, push the 
takedown through. Resist the tap 

hammer! Just lube the pin and apply 
some pressure downward on the 
upper. Done.

The preceding is a specially-
adapted excerpt from the book The 
Competitive AR15: Builders Guide by 
Glen Zediker and Zediker Publishing, 
www.ZedikerPublishing.com, (662) 
473-6107.

BROWNELLS 
200 S. FRONT ST.

MONTEZUMA, IA 50171
(800) 741-0015

WWW.GUNSMAGAZINE.COM/
BROWNELLS

Ok, here it is fully fieldstripped 
as far as you need for 
routine maintenance (1). To 

reassemble, insert the bolt into the 
carrier and push it fully in. (Ejector 
on the left; extractor on the right—the 
cam pin won’t fit into the bolt any 
other way). Wiggle the bolt a little 
and orient the cam pin hole in the bolt 
so it can accept the cam pin (2).  The 
cam pin is inserted in a lengthwise 

orientation and then rotated into 
position. This lines up the holes to 
accept the firing pin (3). Insert the 
firing pin and push it fully forward 
(4). Insert the firing pin retainer from 
left to right, open end first (5). Seat 
it fully. The retaining pin has to be 
behind the collar on the firing pin (6). 
To install the bolt carrier assembly 
into the rifle, the bolt must be pulled 
fully forward. Just like this (7).

REASSEMBLy
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The “basic hunting battery” is 
a hardy gun magazine cliché. My 
objective here is not so much to 
add more footprints to a well-worn 
trail, but to reflect a bit on what has 
changed and what hasn’t during the 
span of 75 years.

The man’s pre-war battery included 
a custom-built .30-06 (action not 
specified, most likely a Springfield, 
possibly a Mauser or Enfield); a 
Winchester 52 Sporter .22 LR; a 
12-gauge Remington 31 with 26" 
barrel and adjustable choke and a Colt 

Officer’s Target Model .22 revolver. 
Veteran readers are likely thinking 

(as I do) they could do nicely today 
with such a battery. In fact, they 
probably own one or two of the same 
models. In keeping with the focus of 
this column we’ll talk about the big-
game rifle. 

Pre-WWII
With the .30-06, man shot a lot of 

North American game—whitetail and 
mule deer, antelope, moose, caribou, 
elk, several varieties of sheep, black, 

grizzly and brown bear. In Asia he 
used it to take several species of jungle 
deer, along with tigers and leopards. 
He shot most of his African game 
with it, only renting a .470 double for 
the really big stuff  — elephant and 
buffalo.

The .30-06 was an excellent 
cartridge a century ago and will be 
a century from now. So what has 
changed? Optics, for one thing. The 
scope on the ’06 was usually a 2-3/4X 
(make not mentioned) in a quick, 
detachable Griffin & Howe mount. 
The scope could be quickly removed 
and a Lyman 48 receiver sight 
installed.

Back then the perception 
(sometimes the reality), was a 
scope wasn’t reliable under tough 
conditions. Savvy hunters valued the 
capability to quickly remove a fogged 
or malfunctioning scope and go to 
relatively reliable iron sights. 

After WWII, competition among 
scope manufacturers resolved most 
early scope problems, developing 
better lens coatings, seals to keep out 
moisture and dust, tougher reticles 
and adjustments. While current scopes 
aren’t perfect, failures are much less 
common.

Variable scopes rule these days. I 
still like fixed-power scopes for some 
purposes. Early scopes had highly 
critical eye relief, one reason why 
scopes of low power were so popular. 
Current scopes have much more 
forgiving eye relief. Provided the rifle 
is stocked reasonably well, I can shoot 
about as fast with a 6X scope as with a 
2-1/2X, even at close range on running 
game. Other than for nostalgia (to 
look right on an early rifle model, 
for example) I have little use for fixed 
scopes under 6X.

Backup Sights?
With tougher scopes and tougher 

mounting systems, the need for 
backup iron sights is reduced. Most 
of my rifles have no provision for irons 
sights. On long trips I generally take 
a spare scope, pre-sighted in rings to 
fit the sight base. One day I may even 
need it.

Rifles have changed. In the ’30s 
there were not a lot of commercial 
bolt-action ’06s. Remington had the 

•  d A V E  A N d E R S O N  •

thE BASIC RIfLE
how things have changed in 75 years.

Almost exactly 50 years ago, as I write this in 2011, an 
article by shooting editor Jack O’Connor appeared 

in Outdoor Life magazine. The topic was on the all-
around hunting battery; the basics for big game, small 
game, upland birds and waterfowl. The battery he initially 
described was put together by a friend prior to WWII. 

This .30-06 Remington 700 Ti (above) is chambered for a 100+-year-old cartridge, but until recently 
hunters couldn’t buy these features: titanium receiver, stainless steel barrel, synthetic stock, tough 
Leupold scope and Dual Dovetail bases/rings. Light, accurate, reliable and virtually weatherproof. 
Today’s bolt-action rifles are stocked for scope use and can have the scope mounted without a 
costly trip to a gunsmith. This .300 RCM (below) easily exceeds the best .30-06 handloads in a 
short, light, compact rifle.
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Model 30, Winchester the 54 and later 
the 70. They were very well made, 
but were heavy, long, stocked for iron 
sight use and had no provision for 
scope mounting.

A hunter wanting a scope had 
to have a gunsmith drill and tap the 
receiver (or maybe fit a Stith mount). 
To use the scope effectively, (especially 
considering the critical eye relief  of 
early scopes), the rifle would have 
to be restocked. Financially it made 
sense to start with a surplus military 
action and have it barreled, stocked, 
and sighted rather than buy a whole 
commercial rifle just for the action.

Today the range of choices is 
staggering. There’s something for 
every taste and every pocketbook. 
Virtually every bolt-action rifle is 
stocked for scope use, and can be easily 
scoped just by getting the appropriate 
bases and rings.

I like fine walnut and blue steel in 
my rifles, and always will. Nonetheless, 
there is no question that a quality 
synthetic stock is far stronger and 
more stable than walnut. Stainless 
steel barreled-actions (or carbon steel 
with a modern finish such as Robar’s 
NP3) require far less maintenance 
under tough conditions. Someone 
planning to hunt hard anywhere in 
the world would be wise to select a 
synthetic stock and rust-resistant 
steel.

Despite such improvements I could 
still hunt with 1940s- and ’50s-era 
rifles. In fact I often do, partly from 
nostalgia, partly because they work. 
But when it comes to ammunition and 
bullets I am firmly in the 21st century. 
I hope to take my 1940s-era Savage 
99R .250-3000 after deer this fall. The 

cartridges in the rotary magazine will 
most likely be loaded with 80-grain 
Barnes TTSX bullets.

Relative to wages, firearms have 
become far less expensive. An M70 
or M30 back then cost about $65. A 
scope, plus the base and gunsmith 
work to install it would bring total 
cost to around $150.

In the 1930s, $150 represented three 
weeks’ to a month’s wages. Firearm 
purchases were not made lightly. You 
bought a big-game rifle expecting it 
would be the only one you would ever 
own. For a month’s wages, today’s 
hunter can have several rifles, suited 
for different game and hunting styles. 

And there is the biggest change 
of all. Purchasing power has made 
the very concept of a minimum rifle 
battery obsolescent.

Modern lever actions, such as this Browning 
BLR in .358 Win (above), are stocked for scope 
use. Might not look as traditional as a vintage 
Marlin or Winchester, but more suited to 
the needs of current-day hunters. Dave’s old 
reliable Winchester 70 Featherweight .30-06 
(below) was made in 1963. Stock design isn’t 
perfect for scope use but it will do. It’s worked 
for over 40 years and will continue to work long 
after Dave no longer needs it. But you can bet 
he uses modern ammunition.

www.
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Francotte Martini action. According 
to Frank de Haas in his exceptional 
book, Single Shot Rifles and Actions, 
approximately 80,000 Martini Cadets 
were manufactured by BSA alone 
between 1911 and 1913. From the 
standpoint of the milsurp stream, I’ve 
handled a number of Martini Cadets 
over the years but have never seen a 
Greener Australian model. 

The cartridge selected for the new 
training rifle was the .310 Greener, 
an existing small game and target 
cartridge, sporting a heeled, 120-grain, 
lead, hollowpoint or solid bullet at 
approximately 1,200 fps. Think a .32-
20 Win. The .310 Greener is so close 
to our .32-20 in case dimensions that 
.310 Greener brass can be made from 
.32-20 cases fairly simply.

What is remarkable about the 
low-powered .310 Greener cartridge 

Unfortunately, equally impressive 
quantities of .310 ammunition did 
not accompany the guns, so a lively 
trade developed in rechambering the 
cadets to .32-20 and .32 Special, as 
well as reboring them to .357 and .44 
Magnum. This upped the price a bit, 
rechambered jobs fetching $15 to $20 
and rebored guns, $30 or so. When 
the dealers still couldn’t unload them, 
they stripped the cadets for their small 
Martini actions. What followed was 
a decade or so of custom single-shot 
rifles being built around the little 
action in a variety of small game 
calibers ranging from the .17 Hornet 
and .222 Rimmed to the .44 Magnum. 

This scaled down version of the 
Martini-Henry was originated by 
Francotte of Belgium and is often 

referred to as the Francotte Patent 
action. The design is significant 
because by removing a single split pin 
the complete internals of the action 
can be detached from the frame as a 
single unit. Anyone who has fussed 
with stripping and reassembling 
a large Martini-Henry action will 
appreciate the advantage of the 
Francotte system.

Universal Cadet training 
In 1910, the Commonwealth 

Government of Australia initiated 
universal cadet training for Australian 
youths. To arm their young cadets, both 
W.W. Greener and the Birmingham 
Small Arms Co. were commissioned to 
build a lightweight, centerfire, single-
shot, training rifle on the miniature 

HOLT 
BODINSON

thE ELEGANt 
.310 MARtINI CAdEt

The milsurp stream is full of stylish military single 
shots, but no model approaches the sheer elegance of 

that little, delightful wand of a rifle we call the .310 Martini 
Cadet. largely made between 1911-1913 by Birmingham 
Small Arms Co. (BSA) and to a lesser extent by W.W. 
greener, the model was used for cadet marksmanship 
programs, especially in the Commonwealth of Australia. 
Imported from Australia in the 1950s and 1960s by 
American surplus arms dealers, thousands of Martini 
Cadets arrived on our shores and could be had for as little 
as $9.95 in their original .310 chambering. 

holt’s Martini Cadet had been rechambered to .32-20 ages ago and 
never was a very good shooter since the .32-20 bullet is too small 
for the Cadet’s bore. now, loading the proper bullet from the RCBS 
mold, it is very accurate.

Typically, the right rear of the buttstock (above) 
is stamped with the state abbreviation, new 
serial number and date of acceptance; in this 
case “8/11,” more than 100 years ago. Other 
buttstocks (below) carry an acceptance date, the 
Commonwealth seal and the new serial number.
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in the Martini Cadet is the precision 
rear sight of the BSA models is 
calibrated in elevation out to 600 
yards. The elevation staff  is adjusted 
by a camming screw and a wheel 
while the vernier calibrated windage 
scale is adjusted by two, opposing 
thumbscrews. There’s even what 
appears to be a line of platinum metal 
inletted into the rear sight directly 
below the aiming notch. 

Whoever wrote up the specifications 
for the Martini Cadet was first and 
foremost an accomplished rifleman or 
committee of riflemen and expected 
the cadets to learn something of 
value about serious long-range 
marksmanship. 

When received by the 
Commonwealth Government of 
Australia, the Martini Cadets 
were parceled out to the states and 
then state branded and re-serial 
numbered. On the right, rear side of 
the buttstock, each state generally 
stamped the date of acceptance, for 
example “8/11,” the abbreviation 
for the state “N.S.W.” (New South 
Wales) or “VIC” (Victoria), and a new 
Australian generated serial number. 

The state abbreviation and the new 
serial number were also stamped on 
the right side of the receiver either 
above or below the “Commonwealth 
of Australia” lettering. Those 
state markings add greatly to the 
collectability of the Australian Cadets 
in their original military garb.

Big Bore? 
My first experience with a Cadet 

was the purchase of one rechambered 
for the .32-20 cartridge. Since there 
wasn’t any .310 Greener ammunition 
around, I thought it was rather smart 
to own one that could be fed .32-20s. 
I remember asking the seller at the 
time how the rifle shot. I’ll always 
recall his reply, it went something like, 
“Son, this is the best, damn jackrabbit 
rifle you’ll ever own. It will really bust 
those bunnies!” 

Getting the rifle home, I grabbed 
a box of .32-20s, set up a tin can at 
50 yards and missed the next 10 shots. 
Hmm. What I didn’t realize at the 
time was that the groove diameter of 
a .310 Cadet runs .320" to .323", not 
.312" to .314". Those .32-20 bullets 
were just rattling down the barrel of 
my new jackrabbit special. 

Casting about for some bullets to 
load, I discovered that Huntington 
Die Specialties had a small stock 
of .310 hollowbase, Martini bullets 

notice the “nSW” state abbreviation and 
new Australian serial number stamped above 
“Commonwealth of Australia.”

BSA Australian receivers carry a neat depiction 
of a “Roo” on the front receiver ring.  

holt’s Cadet, which was rechambered to .32-20, 
still shows its original .310-caliber designation.

The precision BSA rear sight is calibrated out to 
an unbelievably optimistic distance of 600 yards.

holt’s friend Bristow’s Cadet has “VIC” and 
the new serial number stamped below the 
“Commonwealth” designation.

The left side of the BSA receiver carries the full 
name and logo of the Birmingham Small Arms Co.

http://www.kwiksitecorp.com
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manufactured by Norma sometime in 
the distant past as well as .310 brass 
by Bertram. Off went a check to 
Huntington. I thought my problems 
were over. They weren’t. The Norma 
bullets were as pretty as a picture 
but proved to be dead-soft lead and 
graphite coated. Loaded in fire-
formed .32-20 cases, they leaded the 
bore so badly it looked like the inside 
of a brick chimney within five shots. I 
laid the Martini aside.

It took one of my hunting partners, 
Bud Bristow, who also owned a 
lovely Martini Cadet in the original 
.310 chambering which he used for 
pursuing javelina, to remind me years 
later that RCBS had introduced a 
mould for the heeled .310 Greener 
bullet (mold 310-120-RN). Bristow 
had also verified the accuracy of a 
handload developed by Ross Seyfried 
consisting of 4.2 grains of Hodgdon 
Universal Clays powder. The RCBS 
bullet cast fairly hard lubricated with 
Lee Liquid Alox and seated over a soft 
wax wad. So far, it is the load for either 
the .310 Greener or the .32-20/.310 
Greener and generates a velocity of 
1,200 to 1,220 fps. At 50 yards, it will 
cut 1-1/4" to 1-1/2" for four or five 
shots if  the cast bullets are uniform.

.310 MARtINI CAdEt
MAKer: BIrMINghAM 

SMAll ArMS CO. ANd W.W. greeNer

PIVOtING BLOCk:
Single shot
CALIBER:

.310 Greener
CAPACIty:

1
BARREL LENGth:

25"
BARREL tWISt:

1:20"
OVERALL LENGth:

40-1/4"
WEIGht:

5 pounds, 12 ounces
fINISh:

Blued
SIGhtS:

Precision vernier rear, post front 
StOCk:
Walnut
PRICE:

$400+ (original, unaltered condition)

The 120-grain bullet dropped from the RCBS 
mold (left) works well. norma’s swaged bullet 
(right) leaded badly.

corbon.com 800.626.7266

When it’s time to pull the trigger, be ready with the bone-break-

ing power of COR®BON’S DPX® Hunter. Perfect for large tough

skinned, heavy-boned game. You’ve got one shot. Make it count.

NEW PRICES!
See more online at 

corbon.com/bestforless
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http://www.crossbreedholsters.com
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I expect there are thousands of 
.310 Martini Cadets sitting idle 
in safes across the company. Let’s 
put them back in the field. RCBS 
has the bullet mould. Bertram still 
makes .310 Greener cases or you can 
make your own from .32-20 brass by 
shortening it to 1.08" and with a lathe 
or electric drill and file, reducing the 
rim thickness from the chamber end 
to .045". You can even use .32 S&W 
dies to load it.

Better yet, Buffalo Arms offers 

loaded ammunition, RCBS cast bullets, 
formed brass and loading dies. If you 
find a Cadet rechambered for the .32-
20, just fire form the brass. Should it be 
rechambered for the .32 Special, you’ll 
find it a little awkward to load the long 
cartridge in the short action, but the 
.321" diameter of the .32 Special bullet 
is compatible with the Cadet barrel. Of 
course, if you find a Cadet rebored to 
.357 or .44 Magnum, you’re in heaven. 
And if you cast about on the Internet 
auction sites, you will occasionally 

come across one of those fine, little, 
custom varmint rifles built on the 
Martini Cadet action and usually, 
reasonably priced. 

Cadet models of  all persuasions 
and periods are fascinating and very 
collectible arms. We will not see their 
kind again nor the workmanship 
lavished on these beautiful examples 
of  youth training firearms. The .310 
Martini Cadet is in a class all by 
itself. Don’t miss it if  one crosses 
your path.   

FURTHER READING
SiNGle Shot RifleS aNd aCtioNS 
BY FRANk DE HAAS, SOFTCOVER, 

342 PAGES, ©1969, OUT-OF-PRINT. 
FIND IT AT WWW.ABEBOOkS.COM 

OR WWW.AMAZON.COM.

AMMUNITION & HANDLOADING SUPPLIES
BUFFALO ARMS CO. 

660 VERMEER CT., PONDERAY, ID 83852
(208) 263-6953

WWW.GUNSMAGAZINE.COM/
BUFFALO-ARMS

HUNTINGTON DIE SPECIALTIES
1180 ORO DAM BLVD.
OROVILLE, CA 95965

(866) 735-6237
WWW.GUNSMAGAZINE.COM/ 

HUNTINGTON-DIE-SPECIALTIES

The pet load is assembled with modified .32-20 brass, an RCBS 310-120-Rn bullet and 4.2 grains 
hodgdon Universal Clays.

http://www.mtmcase-gard.com
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a double-action-only, concealed 
hammer, locked-breech design with 
features common to full-sized pistols. 
These include positive slide lock, a 
left-side safety as well as a passive 
firing pin block internal safety and 
the favored grip-mounted magazine 
release. Held up next to similar-
sized Ruger LCP and Kel-Tec, it 
appears to be the same size, though 
measurement shows it is about a 
1/4" longer and a 1/2" taller than the 
LCP. The difference is insignificant 
in terms of concealability though the 
taller grip proved advantageous in 
terms of shooter comfort. The sights, 
compared to other pistols of this size, 
are highly visible; both front and rear 
are dovetail mounted and driftable for 
windage adjustment. 

I had a comprehensive supply 
of Buffalo Bore .380 ACP loads on 
hand, including standard- and high-
velocity loads. Tim Sundles, the CEO 
of Buffalo Bore, anticipated the 
recent ammunition shortage and by 
laying in components well in advance, 
managed to keep .380 ammo in stock 
throughout the crisis. The Bodyguard 
was 100-percent functional with 
all of these rounds and perhaps, 
incidentally, they all struck usefully 
close to the same point of aim. 

I shot the pistol through the Texas 

As of late though, purpose-oriented 
model names have reappeared in the 
line. The demographic of gun users 
has undergone a profound shift. 
Practicality rather than enthusiasm 
is the motivating factor for many 
gun purchasers today. The name 
“Bodyguard” may speak to such 
buyers much more clearly than a mere 
number. 

Responding to the demand for 
lightweight concealment arms of 
the smallest practical size, Smith & 

Wesson fields the J-frame 5-shot .38 
Special and a pocketable .380 semi-
auto with a maximum capacity of 
7 rounds. Both are products of 21st 
century design making use of plastic, 
aluminum alloy and stainless steel. 
Both models were co-designed with 
the Insight Laser Company and 
are equipped with dedicated, fully 
adjustable laser sights. The provided 
Laser Adjustment Table is superior to 
most laser sight instructions.

The semi-auto Bodyguard is 

MIKE CUMPSTON

thE SMIth & WESSON 
BOdyGUARdS

your choice of pocketsize semi-auto 
or revolver comes complete with 

an integral Insight laser sight.

About a half-century ago, Smith & Wesson began 
numerical designation of the growing range of 

handgun models largely abandoning the familiar 
cognomens of the early 20th century. handgun 
enthusiasts took this in stride and soon became walking 
encyclopedias of model numbers and the dash-numbers 
appended to designate variations. 

Teresa Gold was very impressed with the 
Bodyguard 380. The moderate felt recoil and 
smooth trigger function translated to a tight, 
evenly spaced group at close range.

The S&W Bodyguard 380 (above, middle) 
compares favorably in size to the Fn Model 
1910, also in .380 ACP  (above, top) and the .25 
ACP Baby Browning. The disassembly lever of 
the 380 is hard to unlock, but after it is down, 
the pistol strips easily (below).
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Concealed Handgun Proficiency 
Demo which includes timed fire at 
3, 7 and 15 yards using a mix of the 
Buffalo Bore loading. Forty-five 
of the 50 rounds landed in the 10- 
and X-ring with the outliers being 
very tight 9-ring hits. While some 
shooters complain about the long 
and heavy trigger pull, I considered 
it just about right for a pistol possibly 

carried with the mechanical safety 
disengaged. I handed the pistol off  
to friend Teresa Gold, who found the 
trigger quite manageable. Her hits 
on the B-27 target were well centered 
and free of the vertical stringing 
normally signaling difficulty with 
trigger control. Pocket .380s have a 
reputation for being uncomfortable 
to shoot. Neither Teresa, nor the 

BOdyGUARdS
MAKer: SMITh & WeSSON 

2100 rOOSeVelT AVe., SPrINgfIeld, MA 01104
(800) 331-0852, WWW.guNSMAgAzINe.COM/SMITh-WeSSON

 Bodyguard 380 MOdeL: Bodyguard 38
 .380 ACP CaLiber:  .38 Special
 6+1 CapaCity:  5
 2.75” barreL Length:  1.9"
 DAO semi-auto aCtiOn:  DAO revolver
 11 pounds trigger puLL: 10.5 pounds
 Ramp front, notch rear SightS:  Fixed, ramp front
 5.25” Length OveraLL  6.6"
 11. 25 ounces Weight:  14.3 ounces
 Polymer & stainless steel MateriaL: Stainless steel, aluminum 
   alloy, polymer
 Matte black FiniSh:  Matte black
 $399 retaiL:  $509

Notes: Both Bodyguards have an integral Insight laser factory installed.

The gun-buying frenzy of recent months has subsided, but the demand for compact, lightweight and 
economical handguns is stronger than ever. In the spring of 2011, the Smith & Wesson Bodyguards 
(above) —particularly the .380 ACP—are flying off gunshop shelves. The Bodyguard 38 revolver 
(below) utilizes an innovative double-ratchet cylinder rotation complex.

From replica firearms of yesteryear to today’s
blackpowder hunting and sport equipment...
Dixie’s 2011 catalog is packed with more
than 10,000 items including blackpowder
shooting supplies, antique gun parts, and
accouterments.

PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICE 
AND EXPERTISE 
GUARANTEED

VIEW ITEMS AND ORDER ONLINE!  
www.dixiegunworks.com 

Major credit cards accepted
FOR ORDERS ONLY (800) 238-6785

DIXIE GUN WORKS, INC. 
P.O. Box 130    Dept. 2   Union City,  TN 38281

INFO PHONE:  (731) 885-0700  FAX:  (731) 885-0440    
E-MAIL: info@dixiegunworks.com 

DIXIE  2011 CATALOG      ONLY $5.00!

Everything Blackpowder

http://www.dixiegunworks.com
http://www.ftknox.com
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.380. The activating button is easily 
accessible to either the shooting or 
support hand.

Our sample revolver worked 
perfectly when dry cycled. In live 
fire however, after the initial shot, 
it required two pulls of the trigger 
to rotate the cylinder and discharge 
subsequent rounds. Apparently the 
ratchet elements were being knocked 
out of sync by recoil. Two identical 
revolvers available locally functioned 
perfectly and we acquired one of them 
to complete our evaluation. Bench rest 
accuracy was in the vicinity of 3" at 25 
yards, but the groups were centered 5" 
left of point of aim and as much as 7" 
high, depending upon the load in use. 

The trigger pull was smooth and 
produced good on-target results as 
long as we put the correct bias on the 
sight picture. With both standard- 
and high-velocity loads from Buffalo 
Bore, the Smith’s grip arrangement 
moderated recoil noticeably more 

other shooters who fired this pistol 
experienced discomfort from recoil.

The laser sight activation is via 
an ambidextrous switch on the 
front of the unit. Activation is best 
accomplished with the thumb of the 
support hand and requires significant 
pressure. Pressing the button twice 
puts the laser in strobe mode with 
a third press shutting it down. The 
unit automatically switches off  
after 5 minutes and is rated for 3 
hours maximum use from a pair of 
fresh No. 357 silver oxide batteries. 
Sighting in is via a supplied Allen 
wrench and adequately covered in the 
owner’s manual. We found the laser 
to be completely invisible in bright or 
overcast midday conditions regardless 
of distance to the target. It is very 
bright indoors and could be very 
useful in low light given the time to 
activate it.

Some of the first Bodyguard 380s 
were prone to spontaneous partial 
disassembly due to unseating of the 
disassembly lever. The problem has 
been corrected though it now requires 
considerable pressure to rotate the 
lever to 6 o’clock for removal. The 
plastic toe of the magazine extension 
is useful for this. To reassemble the 
pistol with the barrel and takedown 
pin in correct register, it is very 
advantageous to align the slide/barrel 
assembly onto the frame as it would 
appear in final assembly and partially 
insert the takedown lever before 
drawing the slide to full lockback and 
fully snapping the lever into place. 

To all appearances, the Bodyguard 
380 is a very sturdy example of new-
tech craftsmanship. It is built for the 
long haul with recoil bearing surfaces 
of stainless steel securely bolted to the 
polymer elements of the frame. The 
entire package is configured to deliver 
significantly better accuracy, range 
and shooter comfort than the general 

run of pocket pistols. 
While superficially resembling 

traditional J-frame revolvers, the 
current Bodyguard 38 is a complete 
departure from earlier models. The 
barrel and cylinder are of stainless 
steel—both encased in an alloy frame, 
which is rigidly bolted to the polymer 
grip frame. The cylinder rotates 
clockwise in the Colt revolver pattern. 
The cylinder locks up on two points: 
the cylinder bolt and an odd circular 
breech-mounted ratchet that engages 
with the cylinder “star.” 

This element replaces the hand and 
rotates with trigger pull to advance 
the cylinder. The cylinder latch is on 
the top of the grip frame accessible 
to both thumbs, though the shooter 
would have to be a juggler to enjoy 
the benefits of any ambidexterity 
this might afford. The firing pin is of 
the inertia-type, reminiscent of the 
very early S&W Safety Hammerless 
Revolver. The Bodyguard does not 
have the once-ubiquitous key actuated 
lock. The Insight laser is mounted on 
the right rear of the frame and has 
the same features as the one on the 

.380 ACP BUffALO BORE 
fACtORy AMMO PERfORMANCE

 lOAd VelOCITy eNergy
 (BulleT WeIghT, TyPe) (fPS) (fT-lBS)

 90 JHP  979 192
 95 FMJ  810 138 
 95 JHP+P 1,039 278
 100 cast FP 915 186
 100 cast FP+P 1,046 243

.38 SPECIAL BUffALO BORE 
fACtORy AMMO PERfORMANCE

 lOAd VelOCITy eNergy
 (BulleT WeIghT, TyPe) (fPS) (fT-lBS)

 125 Low Flash Powder 942 246
 125+P 1,036 298
 150 Wadcutter 923 284
 158 SWC HP 852 255
 158 SWHP+P 1,020 365

Much more user-friendly than most of the sub-
compact .380s, the S&W Bodyguard produced a 
perfect score for Mike on the Texas Concealed 
handgun Proficiency Demo. This 3", 25-yard 
bench group from the Bodyguard .38 Special 
(below) is well within the accuracy standards set 
forth in the owner’s manual. Point of impact is 
significantly leftward of the sight picture.
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effectively than other snub revolvers 
of similar weight. Unlike many short-
barrel revolvers, the Bodyguard has 
sufficient ejector length to positively 
clear fired cases from the cylinder. 

The .38 Special revolvers with 
nominal 2" barrels are quite popular 
and Buffalo Bore ballistics are based on 
performance from the snubs. Notably, 
those loads designated “standard 
pressure,” record velocity and energy 
stats normal from revolvers with 4" to 
6" barrels. Both the standard and high 
velocity loadings of the Rim Rock 
158-grain gas-check hollowpoint have 
gathered a significant following and 
have proven effective “on the street.” 
The standard pressure loading of the 
125-grain Gold Dot produces very mild 
recoil and the full expansion expected 
of that bullet. All of the rounds display 
a very prominent roll crimp and none 
were prone to recoil/inertia bullet pull 
from the lightweight Bodyguard. 

The Bodyguard 38 has good 
potential as a comfortable and 
unobtrusive concealment arm. HKS 
J-Frame Speedloaders are just right 
for the Bodyguard revolver. Owners 
are reporting that some J-Frame 
Holsters will accommodate the laser 
sight but others will not. I found my 
Fobus Kydex Paddle Holster for my 
Ruger SP-101 is a perfect fit.

BUFFALO BORE AMMUNITION
P.O. BOX 1480

ST. IGNATIUS, MT 59865 
(406) 745-2666

WWW.GUNSMAGAZINE.COM/BUFFALO-BORE

RIM ROCk BULLETS
103 MAIN ST. S.W.
RONAN, MT 59864

(406) 676-3250
WWW.GUNSMAGAZINE.COM/

RIMROCk-BULLETS

These bullets were recovered from water after 
passing through raw beef brisket. They are the 
standard pressure/low-flash/short-barrel loads 
from Buffalo Bore loaded with bullets carefully 
selected to perform at such velocities. The 
.38 Special 158-grain lead hollowpoint from 
Rim Rock (left) performs well at the standard 
and hV level. The .38 Special 125-grain Gold 
Dot load (middle left) produced mild recoil and 
full expansion. Both the Buffalo Bore .380 ACP 
loads feature the 90-grain Sierra JhP.

Untitled-1   1 7/18/11   3:09:52 PM

©2011Use MS Tag Reader on your smartphone 
to learn more about this product.

unclemikes.com/reflex

NOTHING IS MORE
SWIFT AND NATURAL
          THAN A REFLEX.

unclemikes.com/reflexunclemikes.com/reflex

          THAN A REFLEX.

THE NEW THE NEW 
REFLEX HOLSTER. REFLEX HOLSTER. REFLEX HOLSTER. 
MAXIMUM MAXIMUM 

RETENTION,RETENTION,RETENTION,
MINIMUM MINIMUM MINIMUM MINIMUM 
RESPONSE TIME. RESPONSE TIME. RESPONSE TIME. 

10BOA7586-2011UMLERREFLEXAD_Guns.indd   1 5/4/11   11:44 AM

http://www.unclemikes.com/reflex
http://www.rollingsteeltargets.com
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.45 ACP Webley

Q: I am thinking of buying a 
Webley revolver converted 

from .455 to .45 ACP. The ads usually 
mention using half-moon clips with 
these conversions. Will full-moon 
clips also work? Any problems I 
should look for when inspecting one 
of these revolvers?

Duane Starr 
via e-mail

A: It’s best to buy a Webley made 
in the 20th Century if  it’s been 

converted to .45 ACP (usually Mk IV, 
V and VI, the Mk VI is the 6"-barreled 
version, the others have 4" barrels). 
It was never a great idea because the 
.45 ACP is a higher-pressure round 
than the .455 Webley, but if  you stick 
to cast bullet handloads at moderate 
velocity (something like a 230-grain 
lead bullet at 700-750 fps) you’ll not 
have any problems, except for a bit of 
leading (the .45 ACP uses bullets of 
.451" and the .455 uses .455" bullets). 

A 250-grain .45 Colt bullet sized 
.454" in .45 ACP, or .45 Auto Rim 
brass loaded to about 600 to 650 fps 
should shoot to the sights better than 
the lighter bullets. The use of Auto 
Rim brass means you won’t need half- 
or full-moon clips. 

As for choosing one, look over 
the conversion to see if  it was done 
well. Many were converted by local 
gunsmiths, so all can be a little 
different. The cylinder needs to have 
been turned on a lathe. Don’t buy one 
if  the recoil shield has been modified, 
or if  the barrel-to-frame fit is loose. 
You might put six A-Zoom dummies 
in a full-moon clip and see if  it works 

before buying. Full-moon clips 
worked fine in a MK IV I once owned.

However, don’t be turned off  by a 
.455. A Webley in original condition 
is much more collectible and will 
appreciate in value if  you take care of 
it. New ammo and brass is available 
from Fiocchi and Hornady and Lee 
makes affordable dies (through Graf 
& Sons). A mold for the original 
265-grain hollowbase bullet is 
available from RCBS. The correct 
bullet, cast and dry-lubed is available 
from Huntington Die Spec. For 
general plinking the 250-grain .454" 
Colt-style bullet works just as well in 
.455 brass, although it doesn’t look 
quite as “right.” Be sure and order 
the No. 51 Hornady shellholder with 
the Lee dies as it is designed for the 
.455’s thin rim and makes priming 
much easier.

GRAF & SONS, INC.
(LEE DIES, HORNADY AMMO)

4050 S. CLARk
MEXICO, MO 65265

(573) 581-2266
WWW.GUNSMAGAZINE.COM/ GRAF-SONS-INC

HUNTINGTON DIE SPECIALTIES
1180 ORO DAM BLVD.
OROVILLE, CA 95965

(866) 735-6237
WWW.GUNSMAGAZINE.COM/ 

HUNTINGTON-DIE-SPECIALTIES

RCBS
605 ORO DAM BLVD.
OROVILLE, CA 95965

(800) 533-5000
WWW.GUNSMAGAZINE.COM/RCBS

Due to the volume of mail received, GUNS cannot 
offer a personal reply. Please e-mail your question 
to ed@gunsmagazine.com or snail mail to: GUNS 

Q&A, 12345 World Trade Dr., San Diego, CA 92128

• JEff JOhN •

Original Webley revolvers are fun to shoot and 
collect, such as this 1896 Webley Green, an 
officer’s private purchase retailed through 
the Army & navy Co-operative Society Ltd and 
its Sam Brown holster and belt. Dies, brass 
and ammo are available through Graf & Sons, 
and the correct bullets are available from 
huntington Die Specialties.

KWIK-SITE
has taken Weaver®

style rings to new heights
and new lengths
Our Caps Will NOT 

Scratch Your Scope Or Rust

Leading U.S. Manufacturer 
of Scope Mounts Since 1967

KwikSite#3.indd   1 3/11/10   2:09:40 PM

http://www.kwiksitecorp.com
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The guns are being manufactured in 
Germany by the famous Carl Walther 
firm of Ulm. Then they are imported 
into this country by Umarex USA of 
Fort Smith, Ark. Then the Colt firm 
licenses their name complete with the 
“rampant Colt” logo to go on them. 

There are two versions. One is the 
Rail Gun. Its frame is built with a 
rail on the front bottom onto which 
accessories can be hung. The second 
.22 from the 3-way collaboration is the 
more traditional Government Model 
which has always been Colt’s name 
for what the US military called the 
1911A1. I have both models here but 
because I don’t like “stuff” hanging on 
my pistols it is the Government Model 
I fancy most. 

Outwardly the Walther/Umarex 
USA/Colt .22 Government Model is 
1911 all the way in size. Most shooters 
I have handed it to do not immediately 
recognize it as a .22, but when they rack 
the slide to ascertain it is empty they 
feel the lightness of its recoil spring 

One very suitably comes from 
Browning Arms Company. See Holt’s 
“Rimfire” column in this issue for a full 
review.

Let me just add I first saw Browning’s 
little .22 in May 2011 when attending a 
rifle match in Utah put on by two of 
Browning’s employees: Denny Wilcox 
and Peter Sodoma. Both had pre-
production samples along with them. 
At some point one of those guys pulled 
the new pistol out of a case and asked, 
“What do you think of this?” I actually 
exclaimed, “That’s cute!” Shortly 
thereafter Browning sent one of them 

Mike “Duke” Venturino
Photos: Yvonne Venturino

As would be expected, 2011 has seen several versions 
introduced of the basic 1911 pistol design, all meant 

to celebrate its 100 years of existence. By mid-year when 
this is being written I’ve managed to get my hands on four 
ranging from .45 ACP 1911 and 1911A1 clones to a couple 
of radically different yet still 1911-similar .22 rimfires.

Both the Cimarron Arms Model 
1911 .45 ACP and the Walther/
Umarex/Colt .22 Government 
Model (inset, top gun) hit right 
of point of aim at 50'. Both are 
decently accurate for offhand 
shooting. Shooting steel with 
the Cimarron Arms Model 1911 
.45 ACP is a lot more fun than 
shooting paper.

WWW.GUNSMAGAZINE.COM • NOVEMBER 2011

to me for shooting. One and all of the 
people to whom I have shown it have 
said the exact same first words, “That’s 
cute!” 

Unless I give the impression that 
“cute” means this little .22 autoloader 
is a toy, please rest assured it is not. It 
is a real shooting pistol. Browning’s 
1911-22 is made in Utah and company 
officials tell me that a Commander 
version will soon accompany the 
1911A1. 

There’s another 1911 .22 rimfire 
out. This one is full size and is a 
collaboration of three companies. 

The 1911 CenTennIAl 
ConTInues To BrIng forTh 

more And more models.

The 1911 CenTennIAl 
ConTInues To BrIng forTh 

more And more models.
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and immediately know something is 
different. 

In basic function the Walther/
Umarex USA/Colt 1911-22 is 
traditional. It has the usual three 
safeties: grip, half-cock, and side lever. 
Magazine release is the same —a button 
on the left side of the frame just behind 
the triggerguard. Magazine capacity 
is 12 rounds. Sights are akin to a Colt 
Government Model’s but yet there is 
one notable difference. They are a blade 
rear with a notch and tiny blade front; 
both of which are in dovetailed in the 
slide. However, instead of pounding on 
them with a drift punch to move them 
for adjustment, a tiny Allen wrench is 
used to loosen a screw. Then the sights 
can be finger moved in the direction 
needed, the screw tightened firmly, and 
you’re ready to shoot. From the box my 
sample gun’s point of impact was a bit 
right at 50'. It took only a minute or 
two to get the rear sight over to the left 
so it was hitting where aimed.

It is this next part that is a radical 
departure from normal 1911 pistols. 
That is that the barrel is solidly fixed to 
the frame. To strip it down for cleaning 
first you do the standard procedure: 
remove the magazine and make sure the 
chamber is empty! Then turn the barrel 
bushing to the left (that is when facing 
the muzzle) remove the recoil spring 
and turn the bushing all the way to the 
right so it can be removed. Next the 
slide is pushed rewards so the takedown 
lever can be pulled out of the left side 
of the frame. So far all that is pure 
1911. However, instead of pulling the 
slide forward as with a centerfire 1911, 
you push it all the way rearwards, then 
lift it up at the rear and it will come free. 
It took longer to write this paragraph 
than it does to actually disassemble the 
pistol. 

As an aside I’d like to talk about 
one change I made on the Walther/
Umarex USA/Colt .22 immediately 
upon its receipt here. It comes with 
a set of black, checkered plastic grips 

but as the photos shown I installed a 
set of custom 1911 grips recently made 
for me by a Turkish company called 
Handmade Grips. They can make up 
all sorts of fancy grips but what drew 

me to them was that they can inlay 
photos in the grip panels. For mine I 
had pictures put in of two very beloved 
pets that are now deceased. Those 
grips were originally made for a Colt 
.45 Government Model so it was very 
pleasing that they fit right on this new 
.22 caliber 1911. 

The third new 1911 for 2011 is also 
available from Umarex USA but this 
one isn’t a .22 and it wasn’t made in 
Germany or Utah for that matter. It 
was made in Turkey and imported by 
Umarex USA. That company bills 
it as the Regent but it is so 1911A1 
that exactly such is also printed on 
the frame’s left side. About the only 
differences from an as-issued US 
Model 1911A1 of WWII vintage is the 
color of the finish and the grips. On 
this one the checkered grips are black 
rubber instead of brown plastic and 
the matte finish is also black instead of 
the “gray” of vintage military 1911A1s. 

Duke spent part of the summer of 2011 shooting these four 1911s. Pair of .45s at left are Cimarron 
1911 and Umarex Regent 1911A1 in that order. Pair of .22s at right are Umarex Government Model 
(top) and Browning 1911-22 at bottom. Duke dressed up his Walther/Umarex/Colt Government Model 
.22 with special grips having inlaid photos of past pets by Handmade Grips. 

The Walther/Umarex/Colt Government Model 
.22 looks outwardly exactly like a 1911 but 
actually is different internally because its 
barrel is fixed to the frame.
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Last, is the Cimarron Arms Model 
1911, which pretty much makes this 
an “around the world” article. That’s 
because it is made in the Philippines. 
Most readers will equate Cimarron 
Arms with replica single actions and 
lever guns. They have delved into the 
1911 market because the Single Action 
Shooting Society has incorporated 
“Wild Bunch” stages in cowboy action 
competition. That movie was set during 
the Mexican Revolution circa 1916 
when Colt’s US Model 1911 was the 
sidearm of US horse soldiers. That is 
the version Cimarron Arms sent to me 
for shooting. 

Whether that finish is actually a form 
of Parkerizing I can’t tell but it’s one 
of those, “if it walks like a duck and 
quacks like a duck” sort of things. 

Magazine capacity is 7 rounds and 
original 1911 magazines work just fine 
in the Regent. But here’s one twist. If  
the sample sent to me is indicative of all 
Umarex USA Regents you will shoot 
230-grain FMJ “hardball” ammo in 
it. I have tried hollowpoints, and lead 
semiwadcutters with total failures to 
feed. However 230-grain FMJs whether 
factory ammo or handloads have 
worked 100 percent. Even hardcast 
roundnose bullets are problematic; they 

M1911
mAker: ArmsCor

ArmsCor Avenue, forTune
mArIkInA CITy 1800 PhIlIPPInes

www.ArmsCor.Com.Ph
ImPorTer: CImArron Arms

P.o. Box 906
fredrICksBurg, Tx 78624

(830) 997-9090
www.gunsmAgAZIne.Com/ 

CImArron-fIreArms-Co

ACtION tYPE:
Locked breech semi-auto

CAlIBER:
.45 ACP

CAPACItY:
7

BARREl lENGth:
5"

OVERAll lENGth:
8.5"

WEIGht:
39 ounces
FINISh:

Polished blue
SIGhtS:

Fixed
GRIpS:

Checkered walnut
pRICE:
$838.62

function most of the time. Probably 
with a little gunsmithing on the feed 
ramp all functioning problems would 
go away but so far it has only been 
tested as out-of-the-box. 

While on the subject of functioning I 
would also like to add some comments 
about the .22s. On hand I had only 
Winchester Wildcat, Aguila standard 
velocity, and Federal High Velocity HP 
ammo on hand. Thus far the Browning 
1911-22 has fed everything put into it. 
The Umarex USA Government Model 
.22 has had some problems with the 
Federal ammo but had functioned fine 
with the other two types. 

REGENt R100
mAker: TrABZon gun IndusTry

orgAnIZe sAnAyI BölgesI
61900 ArsIn-TrABZon / TurkIye

www.TrABZonsIlAh.Com
ImPorTer: umArex usA

6007 s. 29Th sT.
forT smITh, Ar 72908

(479) 646-4210
www.gunsmAgAZIne.Com/ 

umArexusA

ACtION tYPE:
Locked breech, semi-auto

CAlIBER:
.45 ACP

CAPACItY:
7

BARREl lENGth:
5"

OVERAll lENGth:
8.5"

WEIGht:
39 ounces
FINISh:

Parkerized
SIGhtS:

Fixed
GRIpS:
Rubber
pRICE:

$499

Cimarron’s 1911 is a close copy of 
Duke’s 1918 vintage US Model 1911. 
Note the Cimarron’s ejection port is 
a little lower than the military pistol 
and the hammer is narrower. Duke’s 
1911 has an A1 grip safety.

COlt 1911-22
mAker: CArl wAlTher 
gmBh-sPorTwAffen

donnerfeld 2
d-59757 ArnsBerg, germAny

www.CArl-wAlTher.Com 
ImPorTer: umArex usA

6007 s. 29Th sT., forT smITh, Ar 72908
(479) 646-4210

www.gunsmAgAZIne.Com/ 
umArexusA

ACtION tYPE:
Blowback, semi auto

CAlIBER:
.22 LR

CAPACItY:
12

BARREl lENGth:
5"

OVERAll lENGth:
8.6"

WEIGht:
38 ounces
FINISh:

Matte black
SIGhtS:

Fixed
GRIpS:

Black plastic
pRICE:

$399



As such it has the flat mainspring 
housing, no finger cut-outs on either 
side of the frame, the tiny sights of early 
.45 ACPS but has the shorter trigger. 
Grips are checkered wood. They 
appear to be walnut but that may not 
be so since the Philippine Islands have 
no shortage of hardwood. Otherwise it 
is all steel and given a blue finish and 
the petite markings of early Colt 1911s. 
That brings us to my one criticism of it. 
It is a glaring one yet easily fixed. That 
is that its manufacturer stamps the 
markings on it before it is polished for 
bluing. Therefore the finished product 
looks like a reblued 1911. 

Cimarron’s US Model 1911 
functioned fine with Oregon Trail 
Bullets’ 230-grain cast roundnoses, 
handloads with 230-grain FMJs and 
factory loads with same. I worried that 
perhaps the tiny sights might present 
problems in hitting with it but I need 
not have worried. It also hit just right 
of point of aim but since this sample 
doesn’t belong to me they weren’t 
messed with. Still I could hit well with 
it on my steel targets by using a little 
Kentucky windage. If Cimarron Arms 
has the Philippine manufacturer reverse 
their stamping and polish process I 
think the result would please buyers 
better.

You have to be thinking, “What 

about accuracy? What sort of groups 
do these 1911s give?” Frankly speaking, 
I don’t know. None of the three have 
trigger pulls good enough right out of 
the box so that you could shoot them for 
fine precision. The Regent .45’s trigger 
averaged over 9 pounds for 5 tries with 
a Lyman trigger pull gauge. Both of the 
.22s averaged just less than 8 pounds 
when checked in the same manner. The 
Cimarron 1911’s trigger was best of the 
bunch at just over 6 pounds albeit with 

gritty creep. All four need trigger jobs 
before group shooting would give true 
results. I own the Umarex USA guns so 
that will happen but the Browning and 
Cimarron guns are loaners. 

At this writing I’ve put about 200 
rounds through the Walther/Umarex 
USA/Colt .22, about 300 through the 
Browning 1911-22, and about 100 each 
through the Regent and Cimarron .45s. 
At first I thought the little Browning 
was hitting very high at 50' — about 6" 
or so. But the more it has been fired the 
lower its point of impact has become. 
I feel that it’s wearing in and settling 
down. It’s shooting good enough 
that one afternoon when out gopher 
(actually ground squirrel) shooting 
with a friend I hit about 15 of the 
little varmints at ranges of from 5 to 
15 yards. So far the other “new” 1911s 
have only been used for plinking. 

I knew that 2011 was going to be a 
“year of 1911s” but I didn’t expect to be 
so much a part of it nor that they would 
come from around the world. 

Handmade Grips
cad. akel Bloklari a20/6
kartal, istanBul, turkey

postal code 34870
pHone: (+90) 546 637 48 38, 
www.GunsmaGaZine.com/ 

Handmade-Grips

Duke gave the Browning 1911-22 a try on 
Montana ground squirrels.

C M Y CM MY CY CMY K

http://www.smartreloader-usa.com
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The short barrel is beefy with a 
double-shank contour that mates 
well with the factory Picatinny 
rib. The stout barrel plus the black 
laminate wood stock do give the 
Scout some weight. The factory lists 
the weight as 7 pounds. With an 
unloaded, 10-round magazine and 
the factory peep sight, the Scout 
measures 7 pounds, 9 ounces on my 

accurate Sunbeam scale. Adding 
an Aimpoint CompC3 sight to the 
Picatinny rib brought the weight to 
8 pounds, 3 ounces and replacing the 
Aimpoint with a Burris 2.75X Scout 
scope and the factory supplied rings 
registered a weight of  8 pounds, 
5 ounces. Ten rounds of  .308 add 
approximately another 1/2 pound to 
the weight of  the rifle. 

Frankly, I was surprised how 
weighty the Scout can get depending 
on the optics chosen; however, it 
carries its weight well. Being short 
and compact, the Scout places its 
weight between your hands and 
offers almost a neutral balance when 
mounted. It’s that balance which 
gives the little rifle some excellent 
stability and inertia in any shooting 
position. Like my beloved Kentucky 
rifle, it just hangs there! 

One nice feature about the fit and 
feel of  the Scout stock is that the 
factory supplies three 1/2" spacers 
to adjust the length of  pull from 
12-3/4" to 14-1/4", and that should 
satisfy just about anyone. One detail 
missing on the stock is a third swivel 
base on the fore-end for Cooper’s 
favorite “Ching” sling.

holt Bodinson     photos: Joseph R. Novelozo

The ruger gunsite scout in .308 win is a head-turner. 
It’s a rakish-looking piece. racked up in a gun 

shop, it’s a rifle that immediately jumps out from the 
competition, particularly with its extended, 10-shot box 
magazine, 6" Picatinny rib and mini-14/sr-556-style flash 
suppressor. It demands to be handled and handy it is with 
its short 16-1/2" hammer-forged barrel and an out-of-the-
box overall length of 38-1/2". 
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The Ruger Gunsite Scout Rifle was fitted with an Aimpoint CompC3 red-dot sight with a 2-MOA dot 
on the factory rail mount (A). The buttstock’s length of pull can be adjusted from 14-1/4" to as short 
as 12-3/4" (B).  A fully adjustable backup iron sight is provided (C). A flash suppressor is fitted to the 
short 16-1/2" barrel (D).

A
B

C
D
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The current Model 77 actions 
carry Ruger’s improved LC6 trigger 
which provides a lighter and crisper 
let-off  than earlier models, relatively 
speaking. On a Lyman electronic 
gauge the Scout LC6 trigger 
registered an average weight-of-pull 
of  5 pounds, 7 ounces. That’s not 
as light as I think it should be in a 
precision rifle, but it’s a crisp trigger 
with just a hint of  take-up before 
breaking; it’s manageable. With 
Ruger’s 3-position receiver-mounted 
safety, it’s certainly a safe trigger, but 
I would be very tempted to replace it 
with an aftermarket, fully adjustable, 
precision trigger to wring out the 
best that Scout has to offer. 

The Model 77 action with its 
integral mounts for the factory 
supplied rings and peep sight, 

some of the most intriguing “concept” 
guns to ever come down the pike 
are the Jeff cooper inspired “scout” 

models. no less intriguing was cooper 
himself. He was bigger than life. a combat 
vet, avid hunter, scholar, a brilliant and 
pithy writer; he dissected the proper use of 
weapons and developed tactical doctrines 
and training routines that live on to this day 
at his old firearm training facility, Gunsite 
in paulden, arizona. 

cooper was known for his unwavering 
advocacy of two models of firearms: the 
us model 1911 pistol and the “scout” 
rifle. if he could have, he would have 
invented the model 1911. He did develop 
the “scout” concept rifle. it has proved 

to be an intriguing design, spawning the 
current commercial models by steyr, 
tikka and savage; an endless catalog of 
“dresser” accessories for do-it-yourselfers 
and now a new model from ruger, which, 
during their product development phase, 
enlisted the counsel of cooper-era, Gunsite 
instructor, ed Head.

in 1983, cooper sent me a very 
intellectual and intriguing report on a 
meeting he hosted at the Gunsite training 
center to discuss and define the qualities 
of a “general purpose rifle.” it’s important 
to understand the definition of a “general 
purpose rifle” that flowed from that and 
subsequent discussions because from 
that definition the scout was born.

as cooper finally defined it, “a general 
purpose rifle is a conveniently portable, 
individually operated firearm, capable of 
striking a single decisive blow on a live 
target of up to 400 kilos in weight, at any 
distance at which the operator can shoot 
with the precision necessary to place a 
shot in a vital area of the target.”

the end result was to be a multi-
purpose rifle capable of fulfilling the 
functions of a hunting, tactical and 
survival firearm.

noting “all modern cartridges will do 
very well if they are shot well,” the design 
group’s focus became the launching 
platform itself rather than the caliber. 
the ideal characteristics of the scout 
rifle emerged as several prototypes 
were built and tested in the field. the 
following is more or less a listing of 

COOpER’S CONCEpt

GUNSItE SCOUt RIFlE
mAker: sTurm, ruger & Co.

411 sunAPee sT., newPorT, nh 03773
www.gunsmAgAZIne.Com/ruger

ACtION:
Bolt action
CAlIBER:
.308 Win

CAPACItY:
5- and 10-round 

detachable magazines
BARREl lENGth:

16-1/2"
BARREl tWISt:

1:10"
OVERAll lENGth:

39-1/2"
WEIGht:

7 pounds, 9 ounces unloaded 
FINISh:

Matte black
SIGhtS:

Adjustable peep rear; blade front, 6" 
Picatinny rail

StOCK:
Black laminate

pRICE:
$995  
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those characteristics as they appeared in 
cooper’s writing.

above all, the scout rifle should be 
handy — shorter, lighter, quicker to 
operate than a conventional sporting 
rifle. cooper credited the mannlicher-
schoenauer 6.5x54 carbine, winchester 
model 94 carbine, British Jungle carbine 
and the remington models 600 and 660 
as rifles that reflected many of those 
desirable characteristics.

the rifle should be no more than 1 
meter (39") in length nor more than 3 kilos 
(6.6 pounds) in weight when completely 
outfitted, minus ammunition.

the barrel should be as light and as 
short as possible while retaining the 
ballistic performance of the cartridge 
selected. a stainless steel barrel is favored.

the bolt action should be a short action 

with a two, 90-degree lugs, mauser-type 
extractor and ejector, smooth bolt handle, 
crisp 3-pound trigger and a tang safety 
that disconnects the trigger from the sear.

the magazine should be capable 
of being reloaded with a charger or 
be detachable. it should incorporate 
shoulders that prevent cartridges 
from moving forward under recoil and 
deforming the bullet points; and it should, 
through the use of a magazine cut-off or 
other design permit single rounds to be 
loaded and fired while retaining the full 
capacity of the magazine in reserve.

For the qualities of light weight, 
strength and stability, a synthetic stock 
was specified, ideally incorporating a 
retractable bipod and a rounded butt that 
would not hang up when mounted.

the sling system should combine the 

stainless steel bolt with a Mauser-
type claw extractor and receiver 
mounted blade ejector is a proven 
performer. The Scout is marked 
“RUGER GUNSITE SCOUT” on 
the left receiver rail and is available 
in either a right- or left-handed 
configuration.

In the Scout model, the cartridge 
feed lips are removed and replaced 
by an “Accurate-Mag” brand, 5- or 
10-shot box magazine riding in a 
triggerguard/magazine assembly 
made from glass-reinforced nylon. 
Normally, the action would function 
as a controlled-round-feed action. 
With the box magazine system, the 
Scout action functions more like a 
push-feed design with the rim of 
the case being fully captured by the 
Mauser-type extractor only just 
before the cartridge is seated in the 

qualities of a carrying sling and a fast, 
stable shooting sling. the result of that 
requirement was the development of the 
3-point, ching sling.

the scout rifle should utilize a dual 
sighting system — an optical sight plus 
reserve iron sights. cooper selected a 
forward mounted, 2X or 3X, intermediate 
eye-relief scope that would not obscure 
the surrounding landscape and activity 
as aim was taken. early prototypes of the 
scout rifle used the Brno action with its 
rear bridge-mounted, pop-up, peep sight 
and that auxiliary iron sight system was 
deemed ideal for future development.

do these qualities seem like those 
of a modern, lightweight, sporting rifle 
or carbine with a few tweaks? yes, and 
ruger had much of that platform already 
at hand.

chamber. The action still functions 
like a charm—feeding, firing, 
extracting and ejecting without a 
hiccup. The magazine release is a 
Mini-14/AK-type paddle in front of 
the triggerguard which releases the 
magazine when pushed forward.

the Irons
Sights? The little, detachable, 

factory peep sight screwed into the 
rear bridge is fully adjustable for 
elevation and windage and offers a 
“ghost-ring” sight picture. It’s a neat 
as a bug in a rug, simple, rugged and a 
great back-up to failed optics.

The Scout offers two options for 
mounting a scope. The factory rings 
fit the receiver’s integral mounts and 
accepts any 1" conventional scope 
with a small objective or straight 
tube that will clear the Picatinny rib. 

Cooper favored a forward mounted, 
intermediate eye-relief, moderate 
power scope so the shooter is visually 
aware of everything going on out there 
around the target. Burris responded 
and came up with their classic 2.75X 
Scout scope which has sold like hot 
cakes. Now the Burris model has been 
joined with models like Leupold’s 
Custom Shop 1.5-4X Scout scope. It’s 
a sound concept.

What was not fully developed to 
Cooper’s satisfaction in the 1980s was 
the parallax-free, red-dot-type optic. 
Battery life was too short, and they 
were a bit fragile and not weatherproof. 
How that has changed. With decades 
more of development, exposed to and 
proved under the harshest combat 
conditions, quality red dots may be one 
of the very best optical complements 
to a Scout concept rifle.

COMpC3
mAker: AImPoInT AB, sweden

ImPorTer: AImPoInT InC.
14103 mArIAh CT.

ChAnTIlly, vA 20151
(877) 246-7646

www.gunsmAgAZIne.Com/
AImPoInT

lENGth:
4.9"

hEIGht:
2.2"

WEIGht:
7.1 ounces
FINISh:

Semi-matte black
MOUNtING:

Single 30mm ring
DOt SIZE:
2 or 4 MOA

DOt BRIGhtNESS:
10-dot intensity settings

BAttERY lIFE:
50,000 hours on No. 7 setting

pRICE:
$504.99

Short, stiff barrels and Nosler’s 
match ammunition can produce 
bragging groups. To establish a 
baseline for the accuracy of the 
Scout, Holt selected the new 
Nosler Custom Match ammunition.
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Mounted out on the Picatinny 
rail, a quality red-dot sight, like 
Aimpoint’s rugged, non-magnifying, 
CompC3 2 MOA, is light, 
unobtrusive, mounts with one screw 
and provides a horizon-to-horizon 
field-of-view when used with both 
eyes open. It’s a super fast setup. 
Being parallax-free, the second you 
slap that Aimpoint red dot on target, 
regardless of  where it appears in 
the 30mm scope, you can pull the 
trigger with full confidence the round 
is going to go where that red dot is 
centered.

And battery life? It’s no longer 
a practical issue. The Aimpoint 
CompC3, for example, features a 10 
position switch controlling the dot 
brightness settings. One is “off” and 
10 for “extra bright.” Set on seven, 
battery life is rated at 50,000 hours. 
You read it — 50,000 hours. The 
battery works in temperatures from 
-20 degrees F to +140 degrees F, and 
the whole sight is submersible and 
sealed to a depth of  15' in water. I 
think Cooper would have approved 
of  the modern, rugged, compact red 
dots for his Scout.

Shooting Results
Accuracy? I always like to 

develop a baseline for the potential 
accuracy of a rifle using factory 
match ammunition, if  available, or 
Sierra-recommended handloads built 
around match components. On hand 
were several boxes of Nosler’s Custom 
Match Grade .308 Win ammunition 
featuring a 168-grain HPBT Nosler 
Custom Competition bullet loaded to 
a designed muzzle velocity of 2,750 
feet per second from a 24" barrel. 
Nosler’s .308 Win Match ammunition 
has proved to be highly accurate 

and super consistent with minimal 
extreme spreads. For optics, I used 
a Leupold 3X scope mounted in the 
Ruger factory rings.

The Scout’s rifled barrel measures 
only 16-1/2" long, and I was curious 
about the velocities it would produce 
as well as the resulting muzzle 
blast. Frankly, the muzzle blast is 
very unpleasant without hearing 
protection and maybe that’s why 
Ruger likes to talk about how easy it 
is to replace the flash suppressor with 
a sound suppressor using the 5/8-24 
muzzle threads.

Over a PACT Professional 
Chronograph, the average velocity of 
the Nosler match ammunition was a 
respectful 2,729 fps with an extreme 
spread of 18 fps. With the Nosler, 
3-shot groups at 100 yards ranged 
from 3/4" to 1-1/4" while Winchester’s 
“white box” 147-grain FMJ averaged 
2,859 fps and 1-1/2" to 2" and Hornady 
165-grain Light Magnum, 2,802 fps 
and 1" to 1-1/2". The Scout shoots 
and the .308 Win velocities from its 
short barrel are impressive indeed. 

Concept rifles are a breed unto 
themselves. You have to buy into the 
concept to appreciate and enjoy the 
gun. It’s nice to see Ruger and Gunsite 
have expanded the concept of a scout 
rifle and created a highly individualistic 
arm that will certainly appeal to active 
shooters and collectors alike.  

FurtHer readinG:
two classic Books By JeFF cooper wHo 

Helped deFine tHe scout riFle are: To Ride, 
ShooT STRaighT and Speak The TRuTh ($32) 
and The aRT of The Rifle ($29.95). availaBle 

From a&J arms Booksellers, 2449 n. 
orcHard ave., tucson, aZ 85712, (520) 512-

1065, www.aJarmsBooksellers.com
  

The Cooper-inspired 2-3/4X Burris Scout 
scope is still an excellent optics option.

The Mini-14/AK-type magazine release is pushed 
forward to drop the magazine.

Ruger’s Gunsite Scout is inscribed with its name 
on the receiver and pistol grip.
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I was a backpacking hunter for 
more than 30 years. I remember 
having to design my own tent to 
produce shelter weighing less than 
3 pounds, reshaping gear with a file 
to reduce weight, and learning to do 
with less. I have run through a myriad 
of backpacks trying to reduce weight 
while adding efficiency. 

In the Army I called it “running 
gear.” When you had to make tracks 
or die, you learned what you could 
survive on and what was fluff. But for 
a hunter, the situation is not quite so 
dire, and we do appreciate a certain 
modicum of comfort. 

As an optics writer, I evaluate and 
write about glass you would only 
carry in the vehicle vs. those that will 
fit in a shirt pocket. During a caribou 
hunt in Alaska, my companions, both 
Alaskans, surprised me by using very 
small Leica binoculars, which I call 
“running glass.” But small as they 
were, they got the job done. They also 
carried small, lightweight rifles and 
other lightweight gear. They often 
hunt sheep alone in high altitudes. 

those lightweight binoculars, etc.
You can’t do without cutting gear. 

I must own 50 knives, some of them 
custom made and some of them on 
the expensive side. My favorite was 
handcrafted by another gunwriter. 
Custom made folders can cost 
upwards of $600.

SOG 
Over the years, I have found myself  

needing three cutting-type tools. 
The first is a lightweight folder to do 
almost everything you need done on 
even the largest animal, a tool with 
everything on it but the kitchen sink, 
and something large and light I can 
use to hack away at breast bones, 
branches, dig holes, or build a hooch. 

I remember well a conversation 
being held by some Rangers and an 
enthusiastic wannabe about what 
knife they carried. As I walked up 
to the crowd, the fellow stated that 
having been in Special Forces, I must 
have had some fancy hog leg critter 
like the Yarborough knife. “No,” 
I said, as I pulled the small Swiss 
Army knife from my pocket. “This 
is it!” His face reflected considerable 
disappointment.

Most of the knives that do the job 
don’t cost that much. I picked three I 
thought would meet my needs from 
SOG’s catalog (see chart). The Flash 
II folder has two locking mechanisms 
to secure the blade in both the open 
and closed positions. The blade style 
is what I have found to be the most 

Having taken an animal, they make 
their way off  the steep mountain 
slopes under loads weighing 130-plus 
pounds. That means their original 
packs, prior to taking the animal, had 
to be light and efficient but able to 
weather the Alaskan environment. 

The stove I carry is a Brunton 
Crux, and is about the weight and 
size of a flattened golf  ball. When I 
fly, however, I can’t take canisters, so 
I must do with white gas if  I can find 
any. My Brunton Nova stove is only 
slightly larger. Water is obtained by 
pulling it through a very lightweight 
filter. Remembering back to when I 
was knee high to a grasshopper, we 
just laid on our bellies and sucked 
the cool, clear stuff  from the nearest 
stream. But today, much of that water 
is contaminated with giardia. 

A smart backpacker gets by with 
1/5 of his body weight. For me that is 
180÷5=36 pounds. That means most 
items must weigh just ounces, not 
pounds, for two weeks in the outback; 
meaning the lightest GPS available, 
the smallest effective rangefinder, 

M u s i n g s  o f  a 
M i n i M a l i s t  h u n t e r .

Jacob Gottfredson

having lugged packs, rifle, ammo, and other sundry 
gear around in the military for a few years, weighing 

sometimes upwards of 100 pounds, I spent two years trying 
to reduce that load to 65 pounds when I got out. now, in my 
waning years, I find even that load to be oppressive. But 
technology is beginning to solve my problem.

Best to get in shape prior to an adventure such 
as this. Ed Marsters (left) and Jeff Graham 
were nice enough to let Jacob accompany them 
on an Alaskan caribou hunt. They posed with 
the bull Ed spotted for Jacob. Jacob doesn’t 
believe there was another human within a 50-
mile radius. What they had with them had to 
do the job.
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useful for me and is made of AUS 8 
steel, the handle of Zytel. The folder 
has SOG’s Assisted Technology, 
which means once the blade begins to 
open with the touch of the thumb, it 
springs open quickly. 

The bayonet mounting clip is 
reversible so it can be repositioned 
to the opposite side of the handle for 
carry. Mounted such, only the clip is 
exposed so the knife is carried in the 
lowest, most discrete carry possible. 
One of the biggest features for me is 
that the rear of the handle does not 
flare up like so many do. When I go 
through the stomach muscles and the 
rib cage of an animal, I do so with the 
knife held with the blade up instead of 
down. If a knife flares at the rear of the 
handle, that only digs into the palm of 
the hand. This knife and the smaller 
version were delivered razor sharp.

A multi-tool is another must, and I 
chose the PowerLock Black Oxide for 
a few reasons. Although this one is a 
bit on the heavy side, it is extremely 
versatile and powerful. First, I 
find a needle nose type plier more 
useful overall than a flat head. The 
compound leverage in this tool is gear 
driven, delivering considerably more 
force than other multi tools of similar 
design. It also locks each tool securely 
in position, thus the term Powerlock. 

The handles have a series of holes 
so water is not trapped, and weight 
is reduced. The tool is all stainless. It 
can be purchased in white or with a 
black oxide finish like the one I chose. 
Since it is gear driven, the handles 
move in tandem, thus neither flops 
around while holding onto the other. 
The PowerLock’s hardened cutters 
easily cut metal and wire. It has wire 
strippers and very efficient scissors. 
Besides the standard file (fine and 
coarse), knife, saw, screwdrivers and 
hardened punch, this model also has 
an innovative blade onto which 1/4" 
sockets fit. This thing is built to last 
a lifetime.

And finally, the last cutting tool I 
might carry is the Jungle Primitive or 
something similar. SOG has several 
such tools including hatchets. But 
this one is very light, the back acts 
like a suitable saw for use in a pinch. 
Although the knife is light, it works 
well. I got after a pine tree with both 
the blade and the saw on the back. It 
worked. The case is nylon or some 
similar material with a pocket for a 
stone or a flashlight or the multi-tool. 
I discarded that immediately (too 
much weight). I fashioned a piece of 
heavy paper to protect the blade and 
saw. The handle is made of rubber, 
which provides a sure grip. 

There are many such companies 
now making useful, simple, well-

crafted knives and tools for the hunter 
and backpacker. Without breaking 
the bank, SOG offers good quality 
with innovative features. 

I called a bush pilot I know in 
Alaska recently and asked if  he would 
take me in alone to hunt moose. He 
agreed, but said, “Only if  you have 
a satellite phone.” One thing led to 
another, and I ran across another 
minimalist item that could save my 
butt. If  you are crazy enough to go 
into the middle of nowhere alone like 
I am, there is a device weighing just 
5.2 ounces called the Spot Satellite 
GPS Messenger.

The Spot is a small GPS device that 
sends messages back to anyone you 
chose via satellite. Push one button and 

it tells the wife or anyone else where 
you are and that you’re OK. Push 
another button and it allows people to 
track your progress on Google Earth. 
Another button tells the person who 
flew you in that you need some help 
and transmits your coordinates, but 
that it is not an emergency. An SOS 
button signals the International 
Coordination Emergency Center who 
will notify the appropriate responders 
at your location that you are in serious 
trouble and need help immediately. 
Just the push of a button!

Serious Survival Gear
While hunting in Alaska, it began 

to rain and snow so badly that I could 
not hunt. I sat cross legged in my North 

Jacob took this caribou (above) 
92 miles due north of Dillingham, 
Alaska. He found much of the 
Alaskan tundra very difficult to 
walk on. Jeff and Ed had gained 
about 200 yards on him at one 
point. Jeff put his pack down and 
came to Jacob’s rescue, carrying 
the animal, pack, and Jacob’s 
lightweight Alaskan Wilderness 
.300 RSAUM rifle for him. The 
lighter you go, the better. 
Jacob’s tent from North Face 
(below) is roomy but light. It can 
withstand high winds, and the 
vestibule allows cooking without 
having to deal with rain, snow 
and blowing winds.
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with a lid you took to camp. I put 
morphine, dextroamphetamine, and 
other very strong but small drugs, 
diarrhea stoppers, mirrors, scalpel 
blades etc. in them and told my team 
members to carry them with a plastic 
coated map in their blouse pockets 
(BDU) on the side of their pants. 
Team members, finding themselves 
alone, were taught to “cache” gear 
in a good hide and run for days to 
avoid the cold, silent interior of one 
of those damnable black body bags. 
But medical gear is another significant 
subject. Maybe the editor will allow 
me to go into that subject someday. 
Until then, check out Adventure 
Medical Kits or Chinook Medical 
Gear for emergency gear.

Parachute cord and duct tape 
were handy as was a compass strung 
from my neck. Nobody ever heard of 
GPS in those days. Navigating in the 
jungle was anything but precise. You 
could be off  a degree and miss a target 

Face tent, my legs partially covered 
by a North Face 40-degrees-below-
zero sleeping bag, formerly top-of-
the-line gear out of the Netherlands. 
It was a long day and night. To quell 
the boredom, I began looking at the 
labels on all the gear I had in my tiny 
tent. I realized if  it weren’t for China 
and parts of Southeast Asia, I would 
be sitting in the Alaskan wilderness in 
a storm in only my underwear, waiting 
for the onset of hypothermia and 
donating food to the wolves.

They allow 85 pounds per person 
on the planes that take hunters into 
the tundra. That includes rifle, boots, 
food, et al. I spent many months 
removing, exchanging, cutting, and 
grumbling, trying to make weight 
prior to going. 

When I was a member of a Special 
Forces A-Team and flown into the 
middle of nowhere, I made a survival 
kit small enough to fit in a soap dish. 
You remember: that little white thing 

several hundred yards on a 10 klick 
interdiction. 

I grew up in the mountains where 
we hunted in the winter in considerable 
amounts of snow. Our boots and 
clothes were water absorbent. I would 
spend hours rubbing mink oil, shoe 
polish, or other ineffective ingredients 
into my boots and then heating them 
in the oven. A couple of hours walking 
in snow and any water repellency 
or waterproofness was long gone, 
and my feet were soaked. Reference 
WWII in the Ardennes Forest or the 
Korean War. Nowadays, both boots 
and clothes are moisture repellent or 
waterproof and lighter. 

Rifles
I will admit that most of my 

competitive and long range rifles 
weigh a bit more than I want to haul 
up and down the mountain ridges 
all day long, particularly at my age. 
But today’s technology has made the 
capabilities of lightweight hunting 
rifles quite effective. Some are small 
enough to carry in special pouches 
in backpacks made for that purpose. 
Today’s super stiff  stocks, lightweight 
metals, rings, and scopes have made 
rifles capable of first round hits in 
the zero to 500-yard range. Reticles 

SOG KNIFE ChOICES
 model weIghT (ounCes) PrICe

 Flash II – Straight Edge 3.1 $59
 Powerlock Black Oxide 9.6 $120 
 Jungle Primitive 14.0 $64

Total weight: 1.67 pounds

Alaskan Jeff Graham is one 
tough hombre. He carried 
his pack forward and then 
came back and got Jacob’s! 
He carries a light rifle from 
Darrell Holland in a pack 
built to take the rifle (Jacob 
wishes he’d asked Jeff more 
about the pack). He’ll come 
down out of the mountains 
carrying 130 or more 
pounds, part of which would 
be game meat, which means 
he did not go up with much. 
Facing the Alaskan weather, 
what he does carry is mighty 
efficient.

Small binoculars and spotting scopes like these 
from Leica, Swarovski, and Leupold (above) do 
the job, while adding little to the overall weight 
of a pack. The SPOT Satellite GPS Messenger 
(below, left) has buttons tell your contacts you 
are OK, you need help, or you are in serious 
trouble and need immediate assistance. 
Contacts can also follow you on Google Earth. 
Jacob has cooked a lot of meals on his Brunton 
Crux stove (below, right). As long as you can 
find canisters the Brunton Crux is a jewel. Note 
their size next to the SOG folder.
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are designed to take advantage of 
such technology. My minimalist 
companions in Alaska had light rifles 
made by Darrell Holland that got the 
job done on caribou quite handily. 

Bottom line: Get rid of the stuff you 
don’t need, search for lighter weight 
gear and think minimalist. The old 
days of heavyweight, ineffective gear 
are quickly fading into the sunset.

adventure medical kits
7700 edGewater dr., ste. 526

oakland, ca 94624
(800) 324-3517

www.GunsmaGaZine.com/
adventure-medical-kits

Brunton
2255 Brunton ct., riverton, wy 82501 

(800) 443-4871
www.GunsmaGaZine.com/

Brunton-HuntinG

cHinook medical Gear, inc.
120 rock point dr., unit c 

duranGo, co 81301
(800) 766-1365  

www.GunsmaGaZine.com/cHinook-med

Holland’s GunsmitHinG
p.o. BoX 69, powers, or 97466

(541) 439-5155
www.GunsmaGaZine.com/

Holland-Guns

leica camera inc.
1 pearl ct., unit a, allendale, nJ 07401

(800) 222-0118 
www.GunsmaGaZine.com/leica

leupold
14400 n.w. GreenBrier pkwy.

Beaverton, or 97006
(800) 538-7653

www.GunsmaGaZine.com/
leupold-stevens

soG specialty knives & tools
6521 212tH st. s.w.

lynnwood, wa 98036
(888) 405-6433

www.GunsmaGaZine.com/
soG-knives

spot llc 
300 Holiday square Blvd.

covinGton, la 70433
(866) 651-7768

www.GunsmaGaZine.com/spot-inc

swarovski optics
2 slater rd., cranston, ri 02920

(800) 426-3089
www.GunsmaGaZine.com/

swarovski-optic

notaBle weBsite:
www.equipped.com

See our 2011 show dates online at www.elitesportsexpress.com
To book the ESE or get your products

on board, call Don at 702-528-6771

Visit one of our three traveling showrooms at a dealer near you and get your
hands on the hottest new products from today’s top manufacturers.

http://www.elitesportsexpress.com
http://www.archangelmanufacturing.com


Unfortunately, most 28-gauge 
shotguns don’t match the perfection 
of the cartridge. Too often they’re 
actually designed for larger shotshells, 
in particular the 20-gauge. A century 
ago the 20-gauge came in light little 
shotguns, such as the original Model 
12 Winchester, perfect for carrying 
across the uplands, but in the middle 

gauges,” right? 
Well, no. So far nobody has tried 

to turn the 28 into a 12-gauge, a 
miracle that might rank alongside the 
return of the 3X Leupold. The result 
is a bunch of 28-gauge shotguns that 
weigh more than they should — and 
usually, more than advertised. I know 
this because of a personal affinity 
for the 28-gauge. If  some company 
advertises a 28 as weighing X pounds, 
you can bet even money it will weigh 
half  a pound more and end up with 
more bucks in your wallet.

Luckily, there are exceptions. One 
recent example is the Fausti DEA 
SL, a side-by-side 28-gauge built to 
be a 28 from the very beginning. It’s 
advertised as weighing 5.4 pounds, 

of the 20th century Winchester 
stretched the 20-gauge case to 3" to 
make it more “versatile.” Since then 
20-gauge guns have grown heavier, 
so they won’t kick the snot out of 
the people who shoot them. All too 
often manufacturers decide to stick 
28-gauge barrels on the same guns. 
After all, the 20 and 28 are both “sub-

The FausTi 28-gauge Dea sL shoTgun.

John Barsness

many humans are fascinated with relatively small 
devices that do a superlative job. The world doesn’t 

exactly overflow with such perfection, but a list would 
certainly include the Piper super Cub airplane, 6.5x54 
mannlicher-schoenauer carbine, 4-wheel-drive Toyota 
Tacoma (before it morphed into a medium-sized pickup), 
3x leupold riflescope and the 28-gauge shotshell.

The little gun looks at 
home on the range.
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Hornady® Steel Match™ ammunition is precision loaded with Hornady® Match™ rifl e bullets or HAP® (Hornady® 
Action Pistol) handgun bullets, with optimized propellants that deliver the highest levels of accuracy each and 
every time. Polymer-coated steel cartridge cases and non-corrosive berdan primers provide affordability that 
allows match shooters to focus on scores, and not on the cost of what’s left on the ground.

• All Steel Match™ 40 S&W, 45 Auto and 308 Win loads meet IPSC, USPSA, 
and IDPA “Major” power factor criteria, with moderate velocities that reduce 
recoil and muzzle jump for fast target recovery.

• Both Steel Match™ 9mm and 223 Rem meet “Minor” power factor requirements.

WIN THE MATCH. KEEP THE CHANGE.

To see how Steel Match ammo can give you the competitive edge, go to hornady.com or scan the QR code. Search your phone’s app store for a QR reader.

http://www.hornady.com
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but the test gun weighed a quarter of 
a pound less, on an accurate balance-
beam “baby scale” purchased years 
ago at a garage sale, specifically for 
weighing things like guns. (It doesn’t 
need batteries, and has proven more 
accurate than any electronic scale 
tried since. Maybe it should be added 
to the list of small devices that work.)

Balance
Also, unlike many other 28-gauges, 

the Fausti’s light weight doesn’t come 
at the expense of balance, due in 
part to 28" barrels. One principle of 
shotgunning some manufacturers 
have never grasped (perhaps because 
many of their customers don’t), is 
that lighter shotguns often need to be 
longer-barreled, so they’ll still swing 
smoothly. Otherwise, they swing like a 
baseball bat held by the fat end. The 
balance point of the DEA SL is 5-1/4" 
in front of the trigger, resulting in a 
very nice swing, unlike some heavier 
shotguns with balance points further 
to the rear. 

(If  you’re curious, this is a full inch 
in front of the hinge-pin. I don’t know 
who decided that the hinge-pin on a 
double shotgun is the ideal balance 
point, but it may have been the same 
guy who decided the balance point on 
a bolt-action rifle is the front action 
screw. The hinge pin is irrelevant, 
because the distance between trigger 
and pin varies depending on the 
action and gauge. My wife and I own 
a number of side-by-side shotguns, 
from .410 to 10 gauge, and the distance 
from the trigger to hinge pin varies 
from 3-1/2" to 5-1/4". My 10-gauge 
Armas Erbi is the longest, but the 
shortest is a 12-gauge SAUER.) 

Along with balancing nicely, the 
little Fausti is perfectly proportioned. 
The action is 1-3/8" wide behind 

the barrel fences, and 1-5/8" tall. 
The straight grip is only 4-1/4" in 
circumference. This might seem to 
be a little too slim, but an odd thing 
about grips (whether on shotguns or 
baseball bats) is they’re easier to hold 
if  our fingers can fully wrap around. 
The trigger hand of an upland hunter 
quickly tires and can even cramp when 
carrying a shotgun with a grip 5" in 
circumference, typical of many more 
manly shotguns. The fore-end is an 
equally slim splinter, attached with an 
Anson pushrod. The entire fore-end is 
only 8" long, contributing to the nice 
balance and feel. 

Along with the pleasing proportions 
of the gun, it’s finished very nicely. The 
wood is contrasty European walnut, 
with some nice but not ornate figure 
in the buttstock. The wood-to-metal 
fit is very good, and the walnut finish 
is not too shiny or thick, showing 
off  the grain of the wood nicely. The 
wood is a little “proud” of the metal, 

traditional on European and British 
guns, leaving a little extra for when 
the gun might need refinishing. The 
24-LPI point-pattern checkering is 
well done, and the coverage generous. 
The checkering wraps around the 
fore-end, with an open diamond left 
in the middle around the case-colored 
anchor point of the fore-end iron, a 
nifty touch.

Another interesting touch is 
the walnut buttplate. Quite a few 
European and British shotguns lack 
buttplates or recoil pads as they come 
from the factory, with some minimal 
checkering or a few scribed lines on the 
wood. Shotgun makers on the other 
side of the Atlantic acknowledge that 
humans come in varying dimension, 
so instead of adding a pad or buttplate 
that may need to be replaced to fit the 
shooter’s height, arm length, etc., they 
leave the rear of the buttstock ready 
to be altered. The walnut buttplate 
on the Fausti looks nicer than a 

The test shooting (above) took place on a windy day, providing some challenges. The 5-pound gun 
could easily be held in one hand (below) while triggering the trap.
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fires the right barrel first. It’s 
mechanical, rather than recoil 
operated, so doesn’t require the first 
shot to go bang. Both pulls tested 5 
pounds, a little heavy for such a light 
gun, but they made up for it by being 
very crisp.

Many traditionalists prefer two 
triggers on side-by-sides, but on a 28 
there isn’t much call for an instant 
choice of widely different chokes, 
since we’re not likely to be whacking 
away at 50-yard pheasants with a 28 
(though the little gauge will work 
fine to 40 yards with the right load). 
I personally like modified as an all-
around choke for 28s, and if  for some 
reason you prefer a tighter choke for 
the first shot, the gun comes with a 
selection of five screw-in chokes. The 
test gun’s choke constrictions were 
.512", .518", .536", .539" and .542", 
essentially ranging from improved-
cylinder to extra full. 

The barrels are attached to a 
monoblock, a single chunk of steel. 
The block contains both chambers 
and is an easier, stronger way to 

blank butt, and works perfectly well 
on a 28-gauge if  a 14-3/8" length 
of pull works (it did for me). But if  
the shooter wants a pad of whatever 
thickness, the plate is easily unscrewed 
and the end of the stock is already 
sawn flat, ready for a pad.

Despite the “SL” in the shotgun’s 
name, it’s not a sidelock. Instead it’s 
a side-plated boxlock. The plates 
are added to provide extra room 
for decoration, and are especially 
common on Italian guns. Some 
people aren’t crazy about side-plates, 
but in this little shotgun they provide 
some esthetic balance. The rear edges 
of bigger boxlocks can be scalloped 
to break up what otherwise would be 
a stark straight line, but scalloping 
such a tiny action wouldn’t really 
be noticeable. The side-plates help 
the flow of the little Fausti’s lines. 
The action and side-plates are case-
colored, with some scroll border-
engraving and a few small gold oak 
leaves scattered here and there, as if  
just fallen from an October tree.

The non-selective single triggers 

The action is a nicely decorated side-
plated boxlock, a tradition in Italy. The 
nicely figured slim, straight buttstock 
(below, left) was easy to shoulder and 
comfortable to shoot. The buttstock is 
capped with a walnut buttplate (below, 
right), easily replaced with a pad of 
the correct thickness to adjust for the 
varying dimensions of shooters.

ONLINE!
www.gunsmagaz ine .com

http://www.magnaport.com
http://www.kirkpatrickleather.com
http://www.gunsmagazine.com
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put together a double gun than the 
traditional method of soldering 
the complete length of two barrels 
together. The barrels are very nicely 
“struck,” with only the hint of the 
slightest wave in the deep bluing. 

The gun patterned right where it 
pointed with all the chokes provided. 
Some upland hunters prefer a shotgun 
to pattern a little high, on the theory 
that upland birds rise from the ground 
when flushed, so require some upward 
lead. Over a lifetime of hunting tasty 

wild birds in places from Alaska to 
Africa, however, I’ve found they can 
fly in any direction, so prefer my 
shotguns to put the center of the 
pattern where the gun points.

Unfortunately, the test took place 
during an abnormally cold and rainy 
spring, when no upland seasons were 
open in Montana. I’d intended to 
do some Sporting Clays shooting 
at a local range to test the shooting 
qualities of the gun, but the range is 
only open on Sunday afternoons, and 

The ejectors kicked all 
the empties into the 
same area consistently 
throughout the test.

on every Sunday afternoon for over 
a month the sky chose to open up. 
Finally I purchased a couple of boxes 
of clay targets and used the traps at a 
friend’s country place. Luckily, it still 
wasn’t a perfectly nice day, as a good 
wind made the clays more challenging. 

It took a little while to get used to 
the weight of the gun, but after that 
it was pretty easy to hit with, and the 
lightness allowed me to hold the gun 
in one hand while pulling the release 
on the trap. Eventually I started 

http://www.ambushfirearms.com
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our father would have loved a son to 
carry on the family name but, while 
his wishes did not come true, he was 
fortunate that his three daughters all 
wanted to work in the business.” 

The company has changed a lot 
since 1948, when Stephano started 
with a minimum of traditional tools. 
The plant is now full of modern CNC 
machinery, but the guns are often 
finished with traditional individual 
craftsmanship, since the Brescia area 
is full of talented engravers. Fausti 
exports around 90 percent of their 
guns, and America is a major market. 
The guns shipped to America are 
specifically crafted to our tastes and 
preferences, refreshing in an industry 
where some overseas manufacturers 
have a take-it-or-leave-it attitude. 
While borrowing the 28-gauge and 
during the testing, I e-mailed back 
and forth with Giovanna several 
times (one of the benefits of the 
Internet!), and she was always helpful, 
knowledgeable and eager to introduce 
more Americans to Fausti shotguns. 
They are well worth a look.

trying to wingshoot the biggest piece 
of a just-busted clay, an interesting 
exercise since the piece can fly off  in 
any direction. The lively little gun 
proved up to the task. Sometimes I’d 
even take a few steps right or left after 
pulling the trap, the quickness of the 
gun allowing the muzzles to catch up 
with clays before they hit the ground 
out around 40 yards.

One measure of a double’s quality 
is the consistency of its ejectors. 
During the initial shooting I stood in 
one place behind the trap, and broke 
the gun the same way every time. The 
empties all ended up clustered in a 3' 
circle about 12' behind me. For a while 
I shot quickly enough to get the gun 
almost too warm to hold the barrels 
with a bare hand, and the ejectors 
kept flinging empties the same way. 
The ejectors of some shotguns start 
to stick when they get hot, say when 
shooting big bunches of doves in 
Argentina, but that didn’t happen 
with the Fausti.

The story of Fausti shotguns has 
been told several times in recent years 
but bears repeating. The company 
was started in 1948 by Stephano 
Fausti, in Brescia, a town not far 
south of Switzerland that has long 
been the heart of Italian gunmaking. 
Stephano is 82 now, and his three 
daughters run the firm. Elena is the 
production manager, while Giovanna 
and Barbara run marketing sales. As 
Giovanna says, “Like all Italian men, 

DEA SL
mAker: fAusTI

ImPorTer: fAusTI usA
3509 shAnnon PArk dr.

frederICksBurg, vA 22408
(540) 371-3287

www.gunsmAgAZIne.Com/
fAusTI-usA

ACtION tYPE:
SxS

GAUGE:
28

ChOKE tUBES:
IC, M, IM, F, XF
CAPACItY:

2
BARREl lENGth:

28"
OVERAll lENGth:

44-3/4"
WEIGht:

5 pounds, 2-1/2 ounces
FINISh:

Polished blue and case-colored
SIGht:

Gold bead
lENGth OF pUll:

14-3/8"
DROp At COMB:

1-5/16"
DROp At hEEl:

1-1/2"
REtAIl:
$5,879

The Fausti patterned right where it looked 
(above). The Fausti DEA SL is built from the 
ground up as a perfectly proportioned 28 gauge 
(below).

http://www.kwiksitecorp.com
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as a “batt-powered candle”! Waterproof and 
shock-suppressed, the LD15 comes with spare 
sealing O-rings, a lanyard and split-ring. 

FeniX liGHt
8/F, 2nd BuildinG, donGFanGminG 

industrial center, 33tH district, Bao’an, 
sHenZHen 518133, cHina

www.GunsmaGaZine.com/ FeniXliGHt

In combat, often it’s the little things that 
count; peripheral accessories which wind 
up saving lives. Such may be the case 
with the 360 MOLLE GearKeeper from 
Hammerhead Industries. Light, compact 
and rugged, it securely tethers lights, 
multi-tools, comms, Z-Card packs and other 
essentials with a spring-loaded retractable 
cable. The 360 comes in two lengths and 
three levels of retraction force. If you don’t 
know exactly what size and weight gear it 
will be used for, I recommend the RT4-0004 
model. Want to send something cool to clip 
to it? Keep reading!

HammerHead industries
1501 Goodyear ave., ventura, ca 93003 

(888) 588-9981
www.GunsmaGaZine.com/Gearkeeper

Jared West, the mad wizard of Mantis Knives, 
listened closely to troops’ input on what they 
needed in a folding knife, then sat down 
and conjured up the Kunitza. Big, stout and 
tough, it flips open, locks solid, and fills the 
hand with highly ergonomic CNC-machined 
G10 handle scales. The 154CM blade is 3.5" 
long, and when opened, its flipper doubles as 
a fingerguard. A soldier serving in Iraq was 

I can guarantee you’ll never have 
that experience with a thoughtful 
gift sent to a serving soldier. Send 
precisely the wrong present to exactly 
the wrong person, and it will still get 
a smile, a laugh, a heartfelt nod of 
warm appreciation, simply because 
you cared, and you made the effort. 

Now, this list is primarily for 
your friends and family members 
“deployed forward,” OK? But if  you 
check my “Odd Angry Shot” column 
in this issue, you’ll find suggestions for 
the warrior-friends you haven’t met 
yet, and other ways you can honor 
and support our troops and their 
families. Christmas is coming, and 
Santa’s willing to share the spotlight!

Barely bigger and heavier than the single 
AA battery that powers it, the LD15 mini-
flashlight from Fenix Light is perfect for 
a soldier’s use. Its twist-on switch won’t 
accidentally be activated, and offers a bright 
117-lumen beam or 8 lumens of low, discreet 
light. It will even stand up on its tail to serve 

The 2011 miLiTary chrisTmas giFT guiDe.The 2011 miLiTary chrisTmas giFT guiDe.
John Connor 

Just ask yourself how 
many Christmas gifts 

you’ve received which 
didn’t exactly inspire 
a spontaneous happy 
dance? not even a big, 
Cheshire-cat grin? how 
many ugly Christmas 
neckties became dipstick 
wipers; how many garish, 
scratchy sweaters lurked 
in dark closets until they 
could be surreptitiously 
sent to goodwill? how 
many presents have you 
given—in good faith 
and hopes of pleasing 
someone—and been 
disappointed with their 
lackluster reception?

Three Course 

BONUS
Includes:
Concealed

Carry Options 
Home

Defense
VVehicle
Defense

Two-disc set only $49.95 — Order Today:
(800) 628-9818 (M-F 8am-3pm PST)
www.americanhandgunner.com/TRvids

“Either Drive
  Or Draw
... not BOTH!”

Learn how to defend yourself 
from inside the car with help 
from Clint Smith’s Thunder 
Ranch DVD course.

Clint on Vehicle Defense:

http://www.americanhandgunner.com/TRvids
http://www.gunsmagazine.com/fenixlight
http://www.gunsmagazine.com/gearkeeper
http://www.gunsmagazine.com/mantis-knives


L246-020935-1 (VX-R Ad)
Color:  4/color
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» see the all-new vx-R and learn more at LEUPOLD.COM.

ALL STATES LEGAL

POWERED FIBER OPTIC

CENTERFIRE RIFLE BIG GAME

The new LEUPOLD®
   VX-R™  illuminated scope with exclUSIVE firedotTM  reticle.  

The VX-R™ features one touch illumination with proprietary powered fiber optics that are fully visible in daylight, while delivering 

optimum light transmission and reticle contrast in low-light settings. Extends precious minutes at daybreak and at the end of the day, 

with the superior optics and legendary ruggedness you expect from Leupold®.  Choose from five exclusive FireDot™ reticle options. 

So, light him up.

LIGHT HIM UP.

ASK FOR leupold MOUNTS. No other mounting system delivers the rock-solid dependability of Leupold. Available 
in a variety of popular styles and finishes, you get American-made quality, unflinching dependability, and repeatable accuracy 
shot after shot. So ask for Leupold mounts at your dealer or visit Leupold.com. 

AS
in a
sho

1-800-LEUPOLD  |  www.leupold.com  |  ©2011 Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

http://www.leupold.com
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using the original black-bladed MT-5 Kunitza 
as a down-and-dirty utility knife, and asked 
Jared if he could get one with a bead-blasted 
blade to keep clean and razor-sharp. Jared’s 
response was the MT-5B, shown here above 
its brother. 

mantis knives
1580 n. Harmony cir.

anaHeim, ca 92807
(714) 701-9136

www.GunsmaGaZine.com/mantis-knives

Tons of our troops rely on the iPhone 4 as 
their cell phone, chronograph, GPS, still and 
video camera, movie viewer, music player, 
game console, photo album, calendar and 
note pad. It’s an incredible device, but it 
ain’t immune to misfortune. Protect your 
pal’s prized possession with the gift of a 
Defender Series case from OtterBox. The 
Defender’s touch-screen membrane and 
rugged polymer case protect against bump, 
shock, drop and dust intrusion. Oh, you’re 
sending it with a new iPhone 4 in it? Listen, 
can I join your family?

otterBoX
(888) 695-8820

www.GunsmaGaZine.com/otter-BoX

Finding a viper in your gear has never 
been a positive experience until now: The 
Viper is the latest in the Hoppe’s family of 
BoreSnakes, boasting all the speed with 
50 percent more scouring power, plus a 
cone-shaped bore guide for quicker, easier 
alignment and a dedicated lube zone in 
the handle. There are sizes available for 
5.56mm, 7.62mm, 9mm and .45 ACP. Just 
add some Hoppe’s Elite Gun Cleaner for a 
complete grunt-pleasing package!

Hoppe’s
(BusHnell corp.)

9200 cody ave., overland park, ks 66214
(800) 423-3537

www.GunsmaGaZine.com/Hoppes

http://www.sunopticsusa.com
http://www.gunpartscorp.com
http://www.pearcegrip.com
http://www.gunsmagazine.com/otter-box
http://www.gunsmagazine.com/hoppes


Impact® Sport
Amplifies Sound While Automatically 
Blocking Hazardous Noise
• Directionally placed stereo microphones amplify sound

for more natural hearing while blocking harmful noise
over 82 dB

• Comfortable, contemporary, low-profile earcup design

• External audio jack allows you to connect to any audio
source, such as MP3, CD or scanners

• Noise Reduction Rating 22

• Auto shut-off extends battery life

For more information call 800-682-0833.  
www.howardleightshootingsports.com©2010 Sperian Protection

SOUND AMPLIFICATION EARMUFF

Untitled-1   1 12/3/10   10:12:12 AM
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The traditional shemagh makes a great 
headcover, sunshade, dust mask, even a 
sling or tourniquet, and the troops love ’em. 
The problems with it include its lack of 
resistance to flash-burns from IEDs, and it 
becomes sodden with sweat and ultimately 
funky as a monkey. No more! The XGO Phase 
1 FR Shemagh is a flame-resistant, moisture-
wicking, silver-antimicrobial wonder-wrap 
made of a lightweight, treated blend of 
Modacrylic and Rayon. Offered in Desert Tan 
and Coyote, they go well with both Marine 
Corps BDUs and the Army’s new Multi-Cam 
pattern. Soft and sweet-smellin’ beats semi-
soft and stinky every time!

Our been-there done-that buddies at US Cav 
Store tipped us on some top-rated gifts for 
serving soldiers, and one of ’em is this Tech 
4-O Traileader Jet watch. Aside from keeping 
accurate time, it features temperature, 
altitude, a barometer, digital compass, a 
time-and-distance measuring accelerometer 
which will work even under tree cover, and 
lots more. A non-reflective finish and anti-
glare mineral glass face top it off. While 
you’re browsing Cav Store.

us cavalry
2855 centennial ave.

radcliFF, ky 40160 
(800) 777-7172 

www.GunsmaGaZine.com/uscav

The founders of Spartan Blades, two career 
Army Special Forces NCOs, know how 
comforting—and potentially valuable—a 
good backup/ hideout knife can be, so 
they build ’em as though their own lives 
would depend on them. The Phobos is 
6.5" of 3/16"-thick, precision-crafted CPM 
S30V steel, with a utilitarian Wharncliffe/
sheepsfoot blade just under 3" long. Made for 
heavy-duty cutting in a lightweight package, 
it can be worn inside the waistband or 
suspended from the included stainless steel 
neck chain. The Phobos is a gift any grunt 
will be proud of!

spartan Blades usa
p.o. BoX 620, aBerdeen, nc 28315

(910) 757-0035
www.GunsmaGaZine.com/spartan-Blades

Now, before you pluck out the 
plastic and go shopping, check out 
The Odd Angry Shot in this issue 
for more military Christmas gift 
suggestions! Connor OUT

http://www.gunsmagazine.com/spartan-blades
http://www.gunsmagazine.com/uscav
http://www.gunsmagazine.com/uscav
http://www.musthaveoutdoors.com
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The Satu sports a large 4" re-curved 
drop-point blade made of premium 
Crucible Industries S30V stainless 
steel bead blasted to a deep gray 
finish. The blade has a deep 1" hollow 
grind for excellent slice with a swedge 
grin on the backside for improved 
penetration. Dual thumb studs will 
please right-handers and southpaws 
alike. On the spine is a full 2.5" of 
thumb notching, providing enhanced 
grip in the normal holding position 
or choked up on the blade. On the 
backside is a 2" Titanium pocket clip 

and a lanyard hole in the base adds 
further options.

To say the Satu could handle heavy 
chores is an understatement. The 
overwhelming majority of knives with 
4" blades won’t excel at chopping, but 
the overall weight of the Satu and 
its 3/16" steel blade add more than 
enough heft to do so. This is a knife 
that will be comfortable to a large 
person with big hands, instill great 
confidence to one with average sized 
mitts, and will feel like a hand axe 
to those with small paws. In essence, 
Satu is a beast. It’s built like a brick 
outhouse. It’s 10 ounces of no mercy. 
Mike Grayman wouldn’t have it any 
other way. Priced at $375, the Satu is a 
whale of a knife for the money.

•  P A T  C O V E R T  •

ThAT’S 
“MISTER SATU” 

TO YOU!
Grayman Knives new 

tactical folder commands respect.

Mister Satu has arrived. Officially known as Satu, 
what you see here is the first offering of a tactical 

folder by Grayman Knives. We first covered this 
company in the March/April 2011 issue of American 
Handgunner, noting without hesitation that owner 
Mike Grayman makes some pretty mean, no-nonsense 
knives. When size matters, the Satu hits a grand slam. 
The handle is 5.5" in length, designed with nice hand-
fitting curves and a deep fingergroove. The scale on the 
front side is sturdy textured G10 composite over a 1/16" 
Titanium liner. The backside is a beefy 1/8" Titanium rail 
with a built-in frame-lock, one of the strongest blade 
lockers ever made. Fully employed, Satu sprawls out to 
a noticeable 9.8".

KNIfE: SATU
MAKer: GrAyMAn KniveS

P.O. BOx 50, PMB 132
LAKe ArrOWheAd, CA 92352
WWW.GUnSMAGAZine.COM/

GrAyMAn-KniveS

BlAdE MATERIAl:
Crucible S30V

BlAdE lENGTh:
4", hollow ground

OVERAll lENGTh:
9.8"

WEIGhT:
10 ounces
hANdlE:

Titanium and G10
CARRY:

Pocket clip
PRICE:

$375, Black

Say hello to Mr. Satu, Grayman Knives’ 
first tactical folder. The Satu continues the 
company’s no-nonsense tradition in grand style.

WICKEDGRIPS.COM
The ONE.... 
The ONLY....

The ORIGINAL....

Creating custom, one 
of a kind grip sets for 

the 1911, RUGER, 
BERETTA, and the 

SIG 238

Wickedgr@WICKEDGRIPS.COM

From the highest grade woods, 
to our signature custom

 inlays, We are a
TRUE Custom Grip Maker!

Be sure to check out our new
handgun accessory company at:

GRIPWERX.COM
810-412-4037

wickedgrips1.3vt3b.indd   1 7/11/11   12:42:16 PM

http://www.wickedgrips.com
http://www.gripwerx.com
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It Takes a Village

“African Village Uses 
Tech to Fight off  
Rape Cult,” David 
Axe of Wired.com 

reports in its “Danger Room-
What’s next for National Security” 
feature column.

The place is the southern Central 
African Republic. We learn that 
“dreadlocked fighters” of the LRA, 
the Lord’s Resistance Army rebel 
group called tongo-tongo by the 
natives, raid villages, kidnapping 
men and women, forcing them to 
porter stolen goods, brainwashing 
the boys to become new fighters, 
and keeping the girls as rape 
trophies for officers and as breeders 
for even more new fighters. 

We learn this has been “repeated 
countless times across Central 
Africa.”

And we learn that surviving 
residents of the village of Obo 
decided they would not go gentle 
into that good night. Instead, they 
“raised their own volunteer scout 
force, armed it with homemade 
shotguns, and began disseminating 
intelligence on the LRA’s 
movements using the village’s sole, 
short-range FM radio transmitter.”

So that’s what the Wired title 
means by “tech”: Guns. And yeah, 
a radio, but without the guns they 
couldn’t protect it.

The result? “Obo has not suffered 
another major LRA invasion,” Axe 
writes.

Hmmm… a militia comprised of 
the people establishing security and 
keeping evil at bay — where have we 
heard that concept before?

Which means, of course, that the 
“government” is against the idea. 
No surprise there — as signatories 
to the UN-crafted “Central African 
Convention for the Control of Small 
Arms and Light Weapons,” any 
arms not under its control — and 
their own public laws governing, 
among other things, homemade 

weapons, you can’t expect them to 
forego the incentives for toeing the 
UN line — as opposed to securing 
the Blessings of Liberty for the 
people they’re supposed to serve.

But wait, some may say, the 
LRA is a militia, too, as if that 
somehow negates the value of 
good people being able to provide 
mutual defense. Brigands resorting 
to force and fear have been plaguing 
society’s productive since the dawn 
of time — and the rational quickly 
learned their option was to submit, 
enduring enslavement and death for 
themselves and their Posterity — or 
to fight back. Our Constitution’s 
Framers knew this when they 
crafted the Second Amendment 
as the ultimate safeguard against 
enemies foreign and domestic.

The villagers of Obo represent 
in principle the wisdom of our 
own Founders as they deploy in 
righteous defense so that no more 
of their people will be kidnapped, 
enslaved, raped, killed… and their 
story seems somehow familiar, but 
with one important difference.

What we’re seeing is a real-world 
reenactment of Japanese filmmaker 
Akira Kurosawa’s masterpiece, 
Seven Samurai, perhaps more 
familiar to American audiences 
when remade as our own classic, 
The Magnificent Seven. 

The important difference? Unlike 
the inept, cowardly weaklings the 
simple villagers in both films were 
portrayed as, the men of Obo have 
provided for their own defense. 
They have not relied on importing 
mercenaries to do their fighting for 
them, and that is as it should be. 
Free men who accept the burdens 
of adult responsibilities — even 
though their plight may seem 
hopeless and test their very souls — 
do not need foreign heroes. 

VNR
RIGHTS WATCH

Visit David Codrea’s online journal 
“The War on Guns” at 

waronguns.com, 
visit DavidCodrea.com to read 

his Examiner column and listen to 
his weekday morning radio program 
“The War on Guns: Notes from the 

Resistance” at NBC1260.com.

Due to the importance of this 
column, GUNS will begin 
posting “Rights Watch” 

at www.gunsmagazine.com 
on the 1st of the 

month—long before it 
appears here.—Editor

“Gun Fit”

Shari can help.

If it fits,
she has a

better chance 
for more hits.

Order Today!
(800) 628-9818
(M-F 8am-3pm PST)

www.gunsmagazine.com/
fmgvideo

More hits = More fun.
Choosing the right gun 
and making sure it fits 

a lady is important. 

Shooting champion Shari 
LeGate provides all the 
information needed for 

any lady to get started in 
shotgun sports through 
her DVD, Women’s Guide 

To Shotgunning.

Special Price:

Only
$24.95!

http://www.gunsmagazine.com/fmgvideo
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NEWS

Ranger Awarded 
Medal of Honor

An Army Ranger who lost his 
right hand and suffered shrapnel 

wounds after throwing a live grenade 
away from his fellow Soldiers in 
Paktya, Afghanistan, May 26, 2008, 
will be the second living Medal of 
Honor Recipient from the conflicts 
in Iraq and Afghanistan. President 
Barack Obama awarded Sgt. 1st Class 
Leroy Arthur Petry, with the Medal 
of Honor for conspicuous gallantry 
last July 12. 

Petry now serves as part of 
Headquarters and Headquarters 

Company, 75th Ranger Regiment at 
Fort Benning, Ga.

“It’s very humbling to know that 
the guys thought that much of me and 

my actions that day, to nominate me 
for that,” said Petry, a native of Sante 
Fe, New Mexico, on learning he had 
been nominated for the medal.

At the time of his actions in 
Afghanistan, Petry was assigned to 
Company D, 2nd Bn., 75th Ranger 
Regiment at Joint Base Lewis-
McChord, Wash. Petry’s actions 
came as part of a rare daylight raid to 
capture a high-value target.

On the day of the action, Petry 
was to locate himself  with the 
platoon headquarters in the target 
building once it was secured. Once 
there, he was to serve as the senior 
noncommissioned officer at the site 
for the remainder of the operation.

Recognizing one of the assault 

Medal of Honor recipient Sgt. 1st Class Leroy A. 
Petry receives a standing ovation from President 
Barack Obama and guests in the east room of the 
White House, July 12, 2011. Photo: J.D. Leipold

http://www.crimsontrace.com
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squads needed assistance clearing 
their assigned building, Petry relayed 
to the platoon leader that he was 
moving to that squad to provide 
additional supervision and guidance 
during the clearance of the building.

Once the residential portion of the 
building had been cleared, Petry took 
a fellow member of the assault squad, 
Pvt. 1st Class Lucas Robinson, to 
clear the outer courtyard. Petry knew 
that area had not been cleared during 
the initial clearance.

Petry and Robinson, both Rangers, 
moved into an area of the compound 
that contained at least three enemy 
fighters prepared to engage friendly 
forces from opposite ends of the outer 
courtyard.

The two Soldiers entered the 
courtyard. To their front was an 
opening followed by a chicken coop. 
As they crossed the open area, an 
enemy insurgent fired on them. 
Petry was wounded by one round, 
which went through both of his legs. 
Robinson was also hit in his side plate 
by a separate round.

While wounded and under enemy 
fire, Petry led Robinson to the cover 
of the chicken coop. The enemy 
continued to deliver fire.

Petry reported contact was made 
and there were two wounded Rangers 
in the courtyard of the primary target 
building.

Upon hearing the report, Sgt. 
Daniel Higgins, a team leader, moved 
to the outer courtyard. As Higgins 
was moving to Petry and Robinson’s 
position, Petry threw a thermobaric 
grenade in the vicinity of the enemy 
position, which created a lull in the 
enemy fire. Higgins arrived at the 
chicken coop and, while assessing 
Petry’s and Robinson’s wounds, an 
insurgent threw a grenade over the 
chicken coop at the three Rangers. 
The grenade landed about 10 meters 
from the Rangers, knocked them to 
the ground, and wounded Higgins and 
Robinson. Shortly after the grenade 
exploded, Staff  Sgt. James Roberts 
and Spc. Christopher Gathercole 

Sgt. 1st Class Leroy A. Petry, now serving 
as part of Headquarters and Headquarters 
Company, 75th Ranger Regiment at Fort 
Benning, Ga., received the Medal of Honor last 
July 12. Photo: US Army

Since 2004, the Pride Fowler pat-
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entered the courtyard, and moved 
toward the chicken coop.

With three Soldiers taking cover 
in the chicken coop, an enemy fighter 
threw another grenade at them. This 
time, the grenade landed just a few 
feet from Higgins and Robinson.

Recognizing the threat the enemy 
grenade posed, Petry—despite his own 
wounds and with complete disregard 
for his personal safety—consciously 
and deliberately risked his life to 
move to and secure the live enemy 
grenade and consciously throw the 
grenade away from his fellow Rangers, 
according to battlefield reports.

As Petry released the grenade in the 
direction of the enemy, it detonated 
and catastrophically amputated his 
right hand.

With a clear mind, Petry assessed 
his wound and placed a tourniquet on 
his right arm. Once this was complete, 
he reported he was still in contact 
with the enemy and that he had been 
wounded again.

After the blast that amputated 
Petry’s hand, Roberts began to engage 
the enemy behind the chicken coop 
with small arms fire and a grenade. 
His actions suppressed the insurgents 
behind the chicken coop. Shortly 

As the two Soldiers entered the courtyard, 
an enemy insurgent fired on them. Petry was 
wounded by one round, which went through 
both of his legs. Robinson was also hit in his 
side plate by a separate round. Battlescape 
recreations courtesy US Army

Sgt. 1st Class Leroy Arthur Petry and Pvt. 
1st Class Lucas Robinson moved to clear the 
outer courtyard. Petry knew that area had 
not been cleared during the initial clearance. 
Battlescape recreations courtesy US Army

G U N S  M A G A Z I N E  O N L I N E !
w w w . g u n s m a g a z i n e . c o m

http://www.masterpiecearms.com
http://www.gunsmagazine.com
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after, another enemy on the east end 
of the courtyard began firing, fatally 
wounding Gathercole. Higgins and 
Robinson returned fire and killed the 
enemy.

Moments later, Sgt. 1st Class Jerod 
Staidle, the platoon sergeant, and Spc. 
Gary Depriest, the platoon medic, 
arrived in the outer courtyard. After 
directing Depriest to treat Gathercole, 
Staidle moved to Petry’s position. 
Staidle and Higgins then assisted 
Petry as he moved to the casualty 
collection point.

Higgins later wrote in a statement, 
“If  not for Staff  Sergeant Petry’s 
actions, we would have been seriously 
wounded or killed.”

Petry is the ninth servicemember 
to have been named a recipient of 
the Medal of Honor for actions 
in Afghanistan and Iraq. Of prior 
recipients, all but Petry and Staff  Sgt. 
Salvatore Giunta were awarded the 
honor posthumously.

Petry currently serves as a liaison 
officer for the United States Special 
Operations Command Care Coalition-
Northwest Region, and provides 
oversight to wounded warriors, ill 
and injured servicemembers and their 
families.

Petry has served as a grenadier, 
squad automatic rifleman, fire team 

leader, squad leader, operations 
sergeant, and weapons squad leader. 
He has deployed eight times in support 
of the War on Terror, with two tours 
to Iraq and six tours to Afghanistan.

Petry and his wife Ashley have four 
children, Brittany, Austin, Reagan 
and Landon.— Army News Service

Lot Of Ducks 

With prairie breeding grounds 
soaked by tremendous rainfall, a 

record 45.6 million ducks are reported 
by the US Fish & Wildlife Service and 
Canadian Wildlife Service, the most 
since the annual breeding population 
and habitat survey was started in 1955. 
According to a Delta Waterfowl press 
release, blue-winged teal, shovelers and 
redheads soared to record levels, and 
mallard, pintail, canvasback and gadwall 
numbers rose substantially from 2010. 
According to Ducks Unlimited, this was 
only the fifth time in the survey’s history 
the total duck population exceeded 40 
million.—Courtesy NSSF

Traditional Ammunition

At the 84th Annual Outdoor 
Writers Association of 

America Conference in Snowbird, 
Utah, a session titled “Lead and 

Sgt. Daniel Higgins, a team leader, moved in and 
an insurgent threw a grenade, which exploded 
10 meters from the three, wounding Higgins and 
Robinson. With three Soldiers taking cover in the 
chicken coop, an enemy fighter threw another 
grenade at them. This time, the grenade landed 
just a few feet from Higgins and Robinson. 
Battlescape recreations courtesy US Army

Recognizing the threat the enemy grenade 
posed, Petry—despite his own wounds and with 
complete disregard for his personal safety—
consciously and deliberately risked his life and 
consciously threw the grenade away from his 
fellow Rangers. As Petry released the grenade 
in the direction of the enemy, it detonated and 
catastrophically amputated his right hand. 
Battlescape recreations courtesy US Army

LEE PRECISION, INC.  |  4275 HIGHWAY U |  HARTFORD WI 53027 USA

The 18 cavity mold allows rapid casting of the hardest buckshot available. 
Buckshot molds now available in popular #4 Buck , ‘00’ Buck and ‘000’ Buck. 

You can cast using lead free alloys for lead free zones.
  Slug molds available in 12 gauge only, 7/8 and 1 ounce. Sabot design outperforms 
rifled slugs in rifled slug barrels. Uses standard trap wads and shells.  
Costs so little you can pay for your mold in the first casting session.

Send for your new 36-page Lee catalog full of reloading bargains!    www.leeprecision.com

            Cast your own slugs
            or buckshot  
        and load your  
  hunting or tactical ammo 
                for less than
                trap loads

Lee 18 Cavity Buckshot 
Bullet Mold
#90486 00 Buckshot
#90192  000 Buckshot 
#90028  #4 Buckshot 

Lee Slug Mold 
#90281 1 Ounce
#90282 7/8 Ounce 
Includes handles and automatic core pin 

Handles shown not included. 

http://www.leeprecision.com
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Alternative Metals: Separating Fact 
from Fiction” brought together 
Lawrence G. Keane, NSSF senior 
vice president and general counsel, 
Gordon Robertson of  the American 
Sportfishing Association, Bryan 
Bedrosian of  Craighead Beringia 
South and Tom Franklin, past 
president of  The Wildlife Society 
and currently with the Theodore 
Roosevelt Conservation Partnership. 

Keane emphasized a ban 
on traditional ammunition is 
unwarranted and any action 
related to traditional ammunition 
should be based on sound science 
and population-level impacts. 
Decisions, he said, about traditional 
ammunition should not come from 
the Environmental Protection 
Agency, Congress or state legislatures 
but from federal and state wildlife 
agencies in consultation with the 
conservation community and our 
industry. “If  the use of  alternative 
ammunition is mandated, hunters, 
shooters and law enforcement will 
see huge price increases, resulting 
in a decline in hunting and shooting 
participation and damage to our 
industry and to conservation 
funding.” The panelists agreed that a 
ban on traditional ammunition and 
fishing tackle is unwarranted and 

that hunters and anglers should be 
able to choose between traditional 
and alternative ammunition and 
tackle. —Courtesy NSSF

June NICS BG 
Checks Up 

The June 2011 NSSF-adjusted 
National Instant Criminal 

Background Check System (NICS) 
figure of  679,840 is an increase of 
12.8 percent over the NSSF-adjusted 
NICS figure of  602,908 in June 2010. 
For comparison, the unadjusted 
June 2011 NICS figure of  1,157,714 
is an increase of  16 percent over the 
unadjusted NICS figure of  998,262 
in June 2010. This marks the 13th 
straight month-over-month increase 
in NSSF-adjusted NICS figures. —
Courtesy NSSF

Proposal On 
Gun Safety

USA Today reported the Obama 
Administration is preparing to 

propose “new steps on gun safety.” 
This follows a story from last month 
in which the Washington Post 
reported President Obama recently 

discussed his administration’s 
intentions concerning gun control 
with Jim and Sarah Brady, founders 
of  the anti-gun Brady Campaign to 
Prevent Gun Violence. According to 
that story, the president volunteered: 
“I just want you to know that we are 
working on it (gun control). We have 
to go through a few processes, but 
under the radar.” —Courtesy NSSF

S&W 
4Q Firearm 

Sales Up
Smith & Wesson Holding Corp 

reported 4th-quarter sales in its 
firearms division were a record $101.7 
million, up 12.7 percent compared 
to the same period last year. The 
company said higher sales “were 
evident across nearly all product 
lines, with Bodyguard products, 
price repositioned polymer-framed 
pistols and M&P15 modern sporting 
rifles as primary drivers.” Pistol sales 
grew 29.9 percent. Firearm backlog 
grew to $186.7 million at year end, 
up $112.9 million from the end of  the 
3rd quarter and $78.7 million higher 
than at the end of  the previous fiscal 
year. —Courtesy NSSF

Kahr Arms is pleased to kick off their newest series of Kahr pistols - the CM series. 
The new line begins with the Kahr CM9093 which is based on Kahr’s most popu-
lar 3” barrel 9mm model the PM9093. 

The CM9 slide is only .90 inch wide and machined from solid 416 stainless 
slide with a matte fi nish, each gun is shipped with one 6 rd stainless steel 
magazine with a fl ush baseplate. Magazines are USA made, plasma 
welded, tumbled to remove burrs and feature Wolff Gunsprings. The 
magazine catch in the polymer frame is all metal and will not wear 
out on the stainless steel magazine after extended use.

Kahr offers the CM series at a great value price but did not 
compromise on the features, accuracy or reliability found in 
all Kahr pistols.

Factory: 130 Goddard Memorial Drive, Worcester, MA 01603
Sales & Service: 508-795-3919 / Fax: 508-795-7046
Web Address: www.kahr.com

Model: CM9093
MSRP: $565.00

7 rd. Extended magazine optional

American Owned • American Operated • American Made
100% made in America!!

http://www.kahr.com
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SmartReloader  
Ammo Box 50

Jeff John

This ingenious plastic ammo box 
from SmartReloader comes with 

three stackable trays each with 12, 
2" wide x 2-3/4" long x 1-7/8" deep 
compartments. The center divider 
running lengthwise is molded in and 
the other dividers can be pulled out 
to form larger compartments. The lid 
has a moisture tight gasket, both lid 
and clasps have metal pins running 
through the hinges and the box can be 
padlocked. The internal volume of the 
Ammo Box 50 is the same as a military 
.50 BMG ammo can. All three trays fit 
my GI Surplus .50 BMG can and are 
available separately for $5.95 each. A 
folding tab on either side of the trays 
facilitates lifting them in or out. The 
Ammo Box 50 is rated for 70 pounds 
max and the handle is ergonomically 
designed to make toting such weight 
bearable.

Since the trays are stackable, 
whatever is put in them will be best 
protected if  the contents do not stick 
up above the trays. The width of 
the trays are not great enough for a 
standard box of .38 Special or 9mm 
ammo. I puzzled over the best way to 
use the space as I read Duke’s feature 

in the October issue on VIMBAR/
VIMSAR shooting matches featuring 
vintage bolt action and self-loading 
rifles. It turns out by removing every 
other divider, I can store 12 loaded M1 
Garand clips (96 rounds) or 24 .303 
British or 8x57mm 5-round clips of 
ammo per tray (120 rounds). In each 
instance, the ammo does not stick up 
above the tray and will remain clean, 
fresh and easily accessible during a 
match. 

Another tray could be set up to 
hold five 1911 magazines in four 
compartments (20 mags per tray) 
or three Browning Hi-Power mags. 
In some cases, the compartment 
may only be able to hold two hi-cap 
mags depending on the base plate 
configuration. 

Another way to use the trays is to 
keep a cartridge collection organized. 
Here, I’ve removed most of the ammo 
from the plastic bags I keep them in 
order to show off the versatility of 
the removable dividers. I use these 
rounds for reference and being able 
to keep them compartmentalized will 
be a boon. Otherwise, I have to dig in 
the can and sort through the bags to 
find what I want—which is usually at 
the bottom. I may have to get a few 
of these for my cartridge collection as 
well one for the range. The Ammo Can 
50 retails for $29.95 and is available 
in OD green or Flat Earth. Since it is 
an airtight “dry box,” be sure to add 
desiccant.

Smartreloader ProductS
Helvetica trading uSa, llc

701 lawton rd., cHarlotte, nc 28216
(800) 954-2689 

www.gunSmagazine.com/
Smart-reloader-mfg

Buffalo Bore .45 Colt 

Mike Cumpston

Due diligence and a keen 
understanding of what makes 

bullets work are the hallmarks of 
Buffalo Bore’s line of personal 
defense ammunition. A case in point 
is the standard-pressure .38 Special 
Lead Hollowpoint. While many 
hollowpoint bullets are pure window 
dressing when fired from a 2" barrel, 
this soft lead, gaschecked bullet 
delivers profound expansion when 
fired into any aqueous medium. Across 
the board, Buffalo Bore selects bullets 
for optimum performance loaded to 
standard or +P levels and advertised 
velocities derive from actual firearms 
rather than test fixtures.

Recently arrived is a standard 
pressure, low flash 225-grain full 

wadcutter loading designed to deliver 
a maximum crush cavity and deep 
penetration in .45 Colt-chambered 
revolvers ranging from the 2"-barrel 
Taurus Titanium through the full-
sized single and double actions 
prized by dedicated revolver shooters. 
Founder, owner and CEO Tim 
Sundle’s own Taurus snub delivers 
a respectable 850 fps. He derives the 
listed velocity of 1,050 fps from a 
couple of 5-1/2" single actions. 

The Buffalo Bore .45 Colt full wadcutter 
load delivers maximum crush and deep 
penetration at pressure levels suitable to 
all mechanically sound firearms chambered 
for the round. It delivers about the same 
perceived recoil as a standard 250- or 
255-grain loading and hits to the same 
point of impact. This group fired 2-handed 
unsupported at 25 yards.

Full wadcutter bullets provide optimum 
performance regardless of intervening 
barriers that might defeat standard velocity 
jacketed hollowpoint rounds.

My own 5-1/2" Colt Single Action 
Army put five across the screens at 
an average of 1,084 fps with a nice, 
consistent 31 fps spread and 587 ft-
lbs of energy 10' off the muzzle. Given 
the expense of premium defensive 
ammunition, it is a much-appreciated 
benefit when the selected ammunition 
recoils the same and hits to the same 
point of impact as less expensive 
practice ammunition. With this in 
mind, I fired a couple of groups at 25 
yards—one from a 2-hand hold and the 
other 1-handed as is my usual practice 
with the Colt Single Action. The Anti-
Personnel load grouped as tightly as my 
250-grain 850 fps standard loads and 
hit to the same point of impact.

Buffalo Bore ammunition
P.o. Box 1480

St. ignatiuS, mt 59865 
(406) 745-2666

www.gunSmagazine.com/
Buffalo-Bore-ammunition

The SmartReloader Ammo Can 50 has three 
stackable trays you can customize to fit a 
variety of tasks shooters and collectors have for 
range or storage.



Includes nearly two hours of video!
Order Today! (800) 628-9818 (M-F 8am-3pm PST) • www.americanhandgunner.com/TRvids 

“Although this may seem
like a good concept, it isn’t 

logical. I’ll show you
concealed carry options

that make sense and
will fit your lifestyle.”

~~Heidi Smith     

BONUS

Special
Offer! $29.95

Two-disc set only

The Concealed Carry for Ladies  
training course from Thunder Ranch 
offers a comprehensive look at
concealed carry from a woman’s
perspective.
    Instructor
Heidi Smith presents
her concepts on gunher concepts on gun
selection and carry options in
an easy-to-follow, relaxed format.
    What’s the best way to carry a gun in 
a purse? How do you draw a gun from 
an ankle holster? What happens when a 
gun is fired at point blank range?
    Heidi’s range demonstrations, guided     Heidi’s range demonstrations, guided 
by husband Clint Smith, provide a 
complete picture on how to safely carry 
a concealed handgun, and draw and fire 
from several effective platforms.
    Give that “special lady” in your life     Give that “special lady” in your life 
the tools she needs to protect herself 
when you’re not around.

protect
 herself

Make sure
she can

At the shopping center, in the 
parking lot, at work, in her car or 

at home — there is a solution.

When you can’t be there to
protect her . . .

http://www.americanhandgunner.com/TRvids
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classified ads $2.00 per-word insertion. ($1.50 per-word inser-
tion for 3 or more) including name, address and phone number 
(20 word minimum). minimum charge $40.00. BOLD WORDS add 
$1.00 per word. copy and rerun orders must be accompanied by 
PAYMENT IN ADVANCE. NO AGENCY OR CASH DISCOUNTS ON 
LISTING OR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING. all ads must be 
received with advance payment BY no later tHan tHe 1st of 
each month. EXAMPLE: closing for dec. 2008 issue (on sale nov. 

5th) is SePt 1st, 2008. ads received after closing will appear in the 
following issue. Please type or print clearly. NO PROOFS WILL BE 
FURNISHED. include name, address, post office, city, state and zip 
code as counted words. abbreviations count as one word each. mail 
to gunS magazine claSSifiedS, 12345 world trade drive, San 
diego, california 92128. NOTE: WE NOW HAVE DISPLAY CLASSI-
FIEDS IN BOTH GUNS MAGAZINE AND AMERICAN HANDGUNNER.  
ASK FOR OUR NEW RATE CARD. (858) 605-0235.

ACCESSORIES

free catalog! make your 
own kydex gun holster or knife 
sheath. over 1200 items. visit  
www.knifekits.com or call 1-877-
255-6433 today.

AMMUNITION

Quinetics Corporation! reloading 
supplies for the reloader. Made in 
USA. www.quineticscorp.com

APPAREl

THE BELTMAN makes sturdy, top 
quality, DUAL LAYER bull hide 
belts (not cow), for dress wear, 
concealed carry or competition 
from $69.95. HANDMADE in the 
USA in three widths and five col-
ors. any length! options include: 
Horse, elephant, velcro, taper-
ing, stiffeners, etc. 919-387-1997  
www.thebeltman.net

AUCTIONS/ShOWS

BOOKS

new Book-the reality of armed 
Self defense (Surviving the at-
tack and the aftermath) easy 
reading, 115 pages, $20 Postpaid  
www.bobirwinbooks.com

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

COllECTORS

EMBlEMS & INSIGNIA

fIREWORKS

fOR SAlE

GUNSMIThING

GUNSMITHING AT PIEDMONT 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE. two-
year, hands-on program; finan-
cial aid available; approved for gi 
Bill benefits; P.o. Box 1197, rox-
boro, nc 27573; (336)599-1181;  
www.piedmontcc.edu

INSTRUCTION

KNIVES & SWORdS

FREE POCKET KNIVES. collect-
ibles, Bowies, Swords, tacticals, 
and much more. for more informa-
tion visit our web Site and click 
on the featured Product for the 
week. www.dovadistributors.com
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MAUSER 98
SAFETY

Classic 
Design 

• Three Position Safety • Right or Left Hand 
Stainless Steel or Blue • Installation available

Gentry Custom, L.L .C.
- Custom Gunmaker -

314 N. Hoffman, Belgrade, MT 59714
(406) 388-GUNS

www.gentrycustom.com

No Drilling or Tapping!
The absolute best scope mount made for the 
Styer M95 with the longer ladder rear sight.  

Easy installation without modifications to your 
gun.  Machined from solid bar stock & made in 

the USA.  See 
www.scopemounts.com 

for a list of our other mounts & scopes.
Styer M95 Scope Mount

S&K
Scope Mounts

800-578-9862
www.scopemounts.com

70 Swede Hollow Rd
Sugar Grove, PA 16350

S&K SCOUT-MOUNT

SKad3_2.5.indd   1 5/9/11   11:31:27 AM



“Clintism” No. 3:

“The gun that’s with you
is better than the one that’s home

in the safe.”

“Carrying a gun
is not supposed to be comfortable,it’s supposed to be comforting.”

“Clintism” No. 7:

You’ve decided to carry
a concealed handgun.

Now what?
    Clint Smith of Thunder Ranch     Clint Smith of Thunder Ranch 
can help you adjust to this 
change in your lifestyle through 
the Concealed Carry Options 
two-disc DVD set.
    Clint will help you choose     Clint will help you choose 
which gun to carry, how to carry 
it, what to look for in clothing and 
how to draw the gun correctly.
    He also discusses the assets 
and liabilities of a concealed 
handgun and how they affect you.

    Clint Smith has taught thou    Clint Smith has taught thou-
sands of students how to think 
defensively and refine their skills 
with all types of firearms.
     The Thunder Ranch Concealed 
Carry Options DVD set will help 
you discover logical solutions 
that fit your lifestyle.
    Order your copy today!

Would you bet 
your life on your 
equipment and 

skills?

Includes over two hours of video!
(800) 628-9818 (M-F 8am-3pm PST)

www.americanhandgunner.com/TRvids
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery

Two-disc set only

$49.95



NEW PRODUCTS
For more information on seeing your product featured in New 
Products, Contact: Andrew Oram (866) 903-1199. For more 
New Products visit us online at www.gunsmagazine.com

INSIDE THE 
WAISTBAND HOLSTERS
VERSACARRY

versacarry is a new and innovative 
solution to many concealed carry 

problems. You can finally choose 
any gun you wish to carry in any 
accessory combination, for sturdy, 
inside the waistband concealment. 
versacarry is ambidextrous and one 
of the smallest firearm carriers on the 
market. versacarry, (979) 820-3267, 
www.gunsmagazine.com/versa-carry

EVOLUTION MUZZLELOADER 
TRADITIONS

this bolt-action, black powder muzzleloader is available in three ignition styles: no. 
11 cap, musket cap, and 209 shotgun primers. the smooth glide, quick-release 

bolt closes over the top of the ignition area to keep the weather out, while still allowing 
enough visible exposure for legal use in the northwestern states. the 24" fluted, ported 
barrel is coated in Premium ceraKote finish. this coating is designed to provide a high 
quality, long-lasting finish with high corrosion protection and durability. the 360-degree 
barrel porting helps reduce recoil and muzzle jump. the retail ranges from $219 to 
$269 depending on the model. traditions, (860) 388-4656, www.gunsmagazine.com/
traditions 

KLEENBORE CABLEKLEEN 
GUN CLEANING KIT
SAFARILAND

Safariland introduces the KleenBore 
cableKleen gun cleaning kit. this 

innovative pull-through-style system 
was developed in response to demand 
from law enforcement, military, hunters 
and competition shooters for a more 
effective, compact, pull-through gun 
cleaning kit that is also quick and easy 
to use. the kit contains features such as 
an integrated multi-caliber patch holder, 
combination patch holder/brushes 
and a triple-action gun cleaning brush. 
Safariland, (800) 347-1200, www.
gunsmagazine.com/safariland

25TH ANNIVERSARY KNIVES
BOKER USA

in celebration of its 25th anniversary, 
Boker is offering a limited run of

collector’s knives, featuring the most 
popular patterns from the Solingen 
factory, Boker arbolito and Boker Plus. 
this series of different patterns will 
feature white micarta handles, and 
each will be limited to only 300 pieces. 
Boker uSa, (800) 835-6433, www.
gunsmagazine.com/boker-usa

BADGER HOLSTER
BADGER HOLSTER

comfortably worn under a tucked-
in shirt, this holster’s cross strap 

design and expansion panels allow it to 
move with the wearer. allows user to 
carry weapon securely under the arm 
and hidden from view. Holster is padded 
for superior concealment and comfort. 
Badger Holster, (928) 387-1022, www.
gunsmagazine.com/badger-holster  

CAMERA MOUNT
UNIVERSAL HUNTING PRODUCTS

this is a second-generation product 
with improved camera mounting 

and adjustability. the universal camera 
mount handles any style, brand or size 
of game camera, utilizing an adjustable 
jaw system. the roof of the mount 
keeps the game camera safe from 
the elements and provides a place 
to mount a solar panel. mount your 
camera to any tree or fence post; or if 
none are available, use a t-post! made 
of steel, the universal camera mount 
sells for $79, including shipping, in the 
continental uS. this product is backed 
with a 30-day guarantee. universal 
Hunting Products, (877) 460-9755, 
www.gunsmagazine.com/universal-
hunting-products 
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MARK 4 HIGH ACCURACY MULTI-RANGE
LEUPOLD TACTICAL

the leupold tactical optics division 
introduces its latest riflescope, the 

mark 4 High accuracy multi-range 
(Hamr). Built for precise, mid-
range marksmanship and fast target 
acquisition, the Hamr features an 
illuminated cmr reticle. leupold’s 
deltaPoint reflex sight, utilizing either a 
7.5-moa delta reticle or 3.5-moa dot 
reticle, can be attached to the Hamr, 
providing instant target acquisition 
capability at close quarters. (deltaPoint 
and Hamr are available as a package.) 
leupold tactical, (800) 538-7653, www.
gunsmagazine.com/leupold-stevens

AIR VENTURI PELLET PEN
PYRAMYD AIR

do you hunt with air guns? load up on 
pellets before leaving home and leave 

those rattling tins at home! the air venturi 
Pellet Pen holds up to 20 pellets you can 
quickly dispense into the loading port 
of any break barrel airgun .177 and .22 
caliber. Pyramyd air, (888) 262-4867, www.
gunsmagazine.com/pyramyd-air

SMALL CALIBER BILLET ALUMINUM 
POWDER FUNNEL
CUSTOM RELOADING TOOLS

the small-caliber powder funnel has 
special caliber-specific adapters that 

thread on and off the end of the funnel 
to provide customers with the perfect 
fit between their cartridges and the 
powder funnel. the result is a funnel 
with absolutely no powder spills. also 
available is a large-caliber version of the 
same funnel. custom reloading tools, 
(260) 225-4400, www.gunsmagazine.
com/custom-reloading-tools

RRT2
JETBEAM

JetBeam’s rrt2 is a powerful, tactical 
flashlight specially designed for 

military, law enforcement, hunting and 
heavy-duty outdoor activities. the rrt2 
has a maximum output of up to 300 
lumens. intuitive user interface allows 
users to select functions or brightness 
levels by rotating a stainless steel ring 
that serves as a magnetic inductor. 
JetBeam, (888) 221-5498, www.
gunsmagazine.com/jet-beam

PANCAKE AND IWB HYBRID HOLSTERS
MISSOURI GUNLEATHER

missouri gunleather has developed a 
new line of refined pancake holsters 

and iwB hybrid holsters. the pancake 
holsters are lined with the same top-
grain leather on the inside as well as 
the outside. the gunleather covers the 
entire barrel of the firearm. all holsters 
are made firearm specific and are cut 
to provide a full grip on the firearm. 
missouri gunleather, (636) 524-9757, 
www.gunsmagazine.com/missouri-
gunleather

VLD CASE MOUTH CHAMFER TOOL
CUSTOM RELOADING TOOLS

the 28-degree vld chamfer tool is 
able to chamfer 10 calibers up to 

45-caliber rifle cartridges. the tool can 
be used by hand and also under power 
with the built in hex driver. this tool is 
super sharp, made of high-speed steel, 
and designed to last a lifetime. custom 
reloading tools, (260) 225-4400, www.
gunsmagazine.com/custom-reloading-
tools

THE WORLDS STRONGEST COAT 
HANGER
VK PLASTICS

mark mann of vK Plastics has 
designed, built, and obtained a 

patent for “the world’s strongest coat 
hanger.” this 3/4" x 18-1/2" hanger was 
designed to handle the heavy weight of 
all outdoor activity clothing. its strength 
supports wet, heavy hunting clothes, 
motorcycle jackets, vests and pants. 
tensile tested to over 100 pounds. 
vK Plastics (716) 655-1784, www.
gunsmagazine.com/vk-plastics 
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ENTER TO WIN!
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CUSTOM ZIPPO lIGhTER
WiCKed ZiPPO

WWW.GUnSMAGAZine.COM/ZiPPO
e-MAiL: inFO@WiCKedZiPPO.COM

Value: $199.87

dVdS
MAKer: PALAdin PreSS

GUnBArreL TeCh CenTer
7077 WinCheSTer Cir.

BOULder, CO 80301
(303) 443-7250

WWW.PALAdin-PreSS.COM
Combat Handgun DVD: $89.95

Exploding Gun DVD: $49.95
Security Shotgun DVD: $69.95

Value: $209.85

AK-103K
MAKer: COnCern “iZhMASh” OJSC

3, derJABin Pr., iZhevSK 
UdMUrT rePUBLiC, 426006, rUSSiA

WWW.iZhMASh.rU

CUSTOMIZEd BY: KREBS CUSTOM
1000 rAnd rOAd

WAUCOndA, iL  60084 
(847) 487-7776 

WWW.GUnSMAGAZine.COM/KreBS-CUSTOM-GUnS
 Action type: Gas-operated, semi-auto, Caliber: 7.62x39, Capacity: 30, Barrel 
length: 14" (16.5" with AK-74 muzzlebrake), Overall length: 34.5", Weight: 8 

pounds, Finish: Baked-on synthetic alkyd finish, Sights: Krebs AR-style peep 
on Krebs sight rail, Stock: Synthetic rear, quad rail fore-end, Value: $1,874.
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name 
address 
city, State, zip 
email address
CIRCLE ANSWER(S) TO QUESTION OF THE MONTH NOVEMBER 2011:

(A)            (B)            (C)            
IF I WIN, SHIP MY PRIZE THROUGH:

ffl dealer
address
city, State, zip
Phone #   (            )
Store Hours: ___________ ___a.m. thru ______________p.m.
Attention Deployed Military: USE STATESIDE ADDRESS!

TO ENTER CONTEST: 
Use YOUR OWN postcard (no envelopes, please) 
follow sample card to right. mail postcard to: 
gunS magazine, GOM NOVEMBER
P.o. Box 502795, San diego, ca 92150-2795. 
entries must be received before DECEMBER 1, 2011.
limit one entry per household.
QUESTION OF THE MONTH:  : do you watch firearm 
training dvds?
(A) Yes, I try to learn all facets of firearm use. 
(B) Yes, but only topics specific to my interests. 
(C) No 
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this contest is open to individuals who are residents 
of the united States and its territories only. agents and 
employees of Publishers development corporation and 
their families are excluded from entering. contest void 
where prohibited or restricted by law. winners must 
meet all local laws and regulations. taxes and compliance 
with firearms regulations will be the responsibility of the 
winners. winners will be notified by certified mail on 
official letterhead. attention dePloYed militarY: uSe 
StateSide addreSS! no purchase necessary to enter. 
firearms may have been used in a gun test. all firearms 
have full factory warranties. 

ENTER TO WIN!
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Krebs custom is well known 
for building the best aK 
around. this one started as 

a russian-made legion Saiga rifle 
and was re-manufactured to Krebs 
customs standards and configured 
as a Krebs aK-103K. the 14" 
russian-made barrel is hammer 
forged, chrome lined and fitted with 
a permanently attached aK-74-style 

muzzlebrake for a legal length of 
16.5". upgrades from the standard 
Krebs aK-103K include a Krebs 
Quad-rail fore-end, Krebs rear 
sight rail system with ar-style peep 
sight, enhanced safety, warsaw-
length synthetic stock and flat black 
baked on alkyd finish. 
Just in case, a custom wicked 
zippo lighter is included and, from 

Paladin Press, comes three high-
risk environment training dvds 
presenting valuable instruction 
typically offered only to high-speed 
military and law enforcement 
personnel. You can’t win if 
you don’t enter, so send those 
postcards in pronto or take the 
survey and enter online at www.
gunsmagazine.com.

KREbS CUSTOm AK-103K bUIlT 
ON A RUSSIAN SAIGA CARbINE AND mORE!

VALUE OF TOTAL PACKAGE: $2,283.72

GUNS MAGAZINE
NOVEMBER 2011

GUN GIVEAWAY!
FOR WEB LINKS, GO TO WWW.GUNSMAGAZINE.COM/PRODUCT-INDEx

http://www.gunsmagazine.com/product-index
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To a grunt squattin’ on a rock in 
the Hindu Kush, a homesick soldier in 
a “barracks box” in Iraq, an airman 
crouched under an F-15 Eagle’s wing, 
a sun-scorched sailor on the deck 
of the Vinson in the Arabian Sea, a 
mysterious parcel arriving anytime 
during the Christmas season is an 
occasion of wonder, great pleasure, 
and a kind of gratitude few civilians 
can know. 

Far more than a “gift,” in a way 
that’s almost inexplicable it is an 
affirmation that “I exist. I exist even 
back in the States. I am not forgotten. 

I am on someone’s mind, and in their 
heart.” That message alone can be 
more sustaining than anything packed 
in a box.

Many of you have written to ask, 
besides the goodies I list in the military 
Christmas Gift Guides in GUNS and 
American Handgunner, what kinda 
stuff  do I send to my own pals out in 
the Far Lonely? Easy!

Just ask yourself, “What can’t they 
get in East Zephyristan?” then let 
your imagination run amok. While 
doing your grocery shopping, grab 
containers of  Mrs. Dash Garlic & 

Onion Seasoning, garlic salt, dried 
onion flakes, lemon pepper, little 
plastic (not glass) bottles of  hot sauce 
and Worcestershire, cans of  nuts and 
a huge favorite, canned French-fried 
onions! McCormick makes a small, 
disposable, black peppercorn grinder, 
and if  you don’t think that’s light-
years better than pre-ground black 
pepper, you ain’t been without it long 
enough—troops can smell it at 10 
meters. Get the Sea Salt Grinder too.

Sealed, tough plastic bags of jerky 
always get rave reviews, and Philippine 
brand dried mango strips are sweet, 
healthy, and travel well. With a 
30-ounce bag, send a half-dozen 
sandwich-size bags so they can take 
some out on patrol with ’em. Cans of 
Pringles potato chips seem to survive 
shipping better than bags, so I watch 
for sales on those. There’s lots more, 
but we have to move on.

The Ways & Means
If you don’t know exactly who to 

send goodies to, AnySoldier.Com is 
a not-for-profit outfit dedicated to 
putting you in touch with military 
personnel deployed overseas in DoD-
designated “in harm’s way” areas. 
You can select the service if  you wish; 
they link to AnyMarine, AnyAirman, 
AnySailor and AnyCoastGuard too. 
Giving and sending isn’t complex, but 
there are some bureaucratic barriers to 
leap, like local restrictions for certain 
bases. The folks at AnySoldier have 
all the info on what to send, what not, 
and how.

On the website you’ll find lists of 
individual service personnel of both 
sexes and all ranks and levels of 
experience, telling you in their own 
words the conditions they’re living in, 
the makeup and size of their group, 
and their specific needs and wishes. 
Conditions and needs can vary wildly 
and what’s carried by a PX—if there 
is a PX available—can be drastically 
different. Those listed take care of 
receiving and distributing all goodies, 
with preference given to those who 
receive little or no mail from the 
States. Many are veteran NCOs and 
officers who may never take anything 
for themselves; they’re just hoping to 
make life a little better for their troops. 
And please remember, if  you can’t 

•  J O h N  C O N N O R  •

A CARd, A CAN, A PlAN
Spreading Christmas cheer 

to our warriors.
As i write, there are about 112,000 US troops deployed 

in Afghanistan and another 46,000 in iraq. Countless 
more Americans serve in lesser known but no less 
critical—and often, no less dangerous—places from 
Mongolia to djibouti, the Philippines to the Balkans, and 
Colombia to the freezing waters under the Arctic ice cap. 

A Good Start: peanuts, 
French-fried onions, 
dried blueberries and 
mangoes, a pre-paid USO 
phone card, and a copy 
of GUNS Magazine!
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GET YOUR
GUNS
GEAR!

ORDER TODAY!
Call Toll-Free
800-628-9818

Order at 
www.gunsmagazine.com

Team GUNS Collector Pin
It’s colorful, it looks expensive, but any
cheapskate can afford it and someday
it might be worth what you paid for it.
(Actual sixe: 3/4” x 5/8”)

$3.50 each 
(Price includes shipping)

Pin_1.6V  11/16/07  10:44 AM  Page 1

afford to send a package, you can send 
a letter or card, and each can light up 
a life.

AnySoldier also links to a great 
service called TreatAnySoldier.com. 
They make up complete gift packages 
like “Cookies Galore,” male and female 
entertainment and hygiene packs—
let’s not forget there are lots of women 
serving out there, folks—protein packs 
to keep up their strength and health, 
and a great bundle of assorted snacks 
called “Goodie Time!” You just pay 
for the contents; they package and 
ship for you; all you have to do is select 
who they’ll go to. You can send their 
packages to any “receiver” listed on 
the AnySoldier websites, or someone 
else named by you. 

Across The Spectrum
I can’t give a lot, and I can’t give 

to all. I suspect most of you are in 
the same boat. So here’s a “broad 
spectrum” suggestion that works for 
me: Through AnySoldier, I can send 
goodies, snacks, personal hygiene and 
comfort articles. Through the USO’s 
“Operation Phone Home” program I 
can send a 100-minute pre-paid phone 
card, with a message from me to the 
recipient. Through donations to the 
Wounded Warrior Project, I can help 
the gravely wounded, and through 

Fisher House, I can help provide 
free housing at the major military 
hospitals for their families who could 
not otherwise afford to visit their loved 
ones when they most need it. Through 
“Operation Home Front,” I can help 
support our deployed troops’ families 
in a thousand ways as they deal with 
the hardships and challenges of long 
deployments. 

As a former Marine and ex-cop, I 
also support the Marine Corps Law 
Enforcement Foundation. Founded 
to provide scholarships to the children 
of Marines and law enforcement 
officers who died in the line of duty, 
the MCLEF has now contributed 
over $50 million to the sons and 
daughters of fallen members of the 
other services too, as well as paying for 
medical costs of kids requiring special 
medical equipment or tutoring, to 
give them the best chance possible for 
better lives. 

There are dozens of worthwhile 
charities, but the need always outstrips 
the resources. We can make a dent in 
that, can’t we?

For some people, Christmas is all 
about giving. For others, it’s all about 
getting. When you give to our troops 
and their families, every time you reflect 
on it, you get more back than you could 
ever give. Connor OUT

www.anYSoldier.com 

tHe uSo
united Service organizationS

P.o. Box 96322, dc
20090

(888) 484-3876
www.uSo.org 

wounded warrior ProJect
4899 Belfort rd., Ste. 300

JacKSonville, fl 32256
(877) 832-6997

www.woundedwarriorProJect.org

tHe fiSHer HouSe foundation
111 rocKville PiKe, Ste. 420

rocKville, md 20850
(888) 294-8560

www.fiSHerHouSe.org 

oPeration Homefront
8930 fourwindS dr., Ste. 340

San antonio, tx  78239
(800) 722-6098

www.oPerationHomefront.net 

marine corPS - law enforcement 
foundation, inc.

10 rocKefeller Plaza Ste. 1007
new YorK, nY 10020

(877) 606-1775
www.mc-lef.org 

http://www.airforceairguns.com
http://www.gunsmagazine.com
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the companies listed have featured 
advertisements in this issue. look to 

them first when you are ready to make a 
purchase.

NOVEMBER 2011
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ROY   ALERT!ROY   ALERT!
BEWAREBEWAREBEWAREBEWAREBEWAREBEWAREBEWAREBEWAREBEWARE
SUBSCRIPTIONSUBSCRIPTIONSUBSCRIPTION

SCAMSCAMSCAM

• CONFIRM THE ID #
• NEVER PAY MORE THAN
 $37 FOR A 2-YEAR  
 SUBSCRIPTION
• WHEN IN DOUBT, 
 CONTACT US

DON’T BE DON’T BE DON’T BE 
A VICTIM!A VICTIM!A VICTIM!
DON’T BE DON’T BE DON’T BE 

SCAMSCAMSCAM

DON’T BE DON’T BE DON’T BE 

DEAR READERS: Nefarious scoundrels have been trying to scam Handgunner readers by offering unauthor-ized subscriptions for a ridiculously high price. Don’t be a victim of this dastardly behavior! It’s easy to protect yourself; simply remember: NEVER pay more than $37 for a 2-year subscription to Handgunner! If it asks for $71, toss it! I’ve received a bunch of calls from you guys, reporting suspicious offers to renew subs to Handgunner. You have detailed receiving offers on mailing pieces, looking suspiciously similar to ours. They direct you to write a check or submit a credit card number for the outrageous price of $71 (almost twice the published price!!!). They appear to be from us — but they are most certainly not! While it is still rare, it has occurred, so keep a sharp eye and don’t be shy about questioning something like this.
It’s easy to verify that it’s legit. Confi rm the Handgunner ID Number on the top line of the renewal label matches your ID on the magazine you get. The price is NEVER higher than $19.75 for one year, or $36.75 for two. Our offers say, “Make check payable to American Handgunner” (NOT some sleazy third party!). The return address will either be 12345 World Trade Drive, San Diego, CA or P.O. Box 509093 in San Diego. Anything else spells trouble!

Keep in mind, we’re always just a phone call away. Pick up the phone and dial (858) 605-0253 to chat with one of our ace subscription staffers or go to www.americanhandgunner.com and click on “Contacts” to reach us. We’re actual human beings, and will be happy to help you out anytime. You can also always drop me a note at editor@americanhandgunner.com if you want to report a scam, have a question or think I can help out.
— Roy Huntington, Editor

IN DOUBT, 

roy alert.indd   2 6/20/11   12:28 PM

Everything worthwhile takes 
money. Joel “Dutch” Dortch is not 
only one of the mainstays of SASS 
and Cowboy Action Shooting he is 
the executive director of the Happy 
Trails Children’s Foundation; one of 
his duties, of course, is fund-raising. 
This is not only the 100th anniversary 
of John Browning’s 1911 and the 
birth of Ronald Reagan, it is also the 
100th anniversary of the birth of Roy 
Rogers. Each year, the Happy Trails 
Children’s Foundation holds a special 
raffle featuring a Silver Screen Legend 
set of sixguns and leather. For the 
Roy Rogers Centennial, Silver Screen 
Legend XIV is being offered. This 14th 
offering consists of a pair of sixguns, 
special buscadero rig, and all the 
accoutrements. 

It takes a lot of effort to bring this 
offering together. Colt graciously 
donated the sixguns this year as they 
have done for many years. My friend, 

Jim Lockwood of Legends in Leather 
is responsible for the recreating of the 
belt and holsters as he has done every 
year for 14 years. Conrad Anderson 
of Rocktree Ranch engraved and 
tuned the sixguns as well as providing 
the sterling silver spots, conchos, and 
buckle sets on the holsters and belt. 
Bob Lescovec of Precision Pro Grips 
provided the Roy Rogers-style stag 
grips, silversmithing was provided 
by Mike Engstrom and the 45-layer 
Damascus steel spurs by Charles Sauer. 

The rig itself is quite special. Jim 
Lockwood is a real leather historian 
and specializes in providing exact 
duplicates as worn by Western stars in 
movies and TV. This rig is patterned 
after one made by Ed Gilmore and 
purchased by Roy in 1938. 

Said Jim, “I have a sneaky feeling it 
had already been completed for another 
person. The rig was originally designed 
to have the traditional overlapping gun 
belt, but this rig was too small for Roy. 
I always wondered at the way the two 
belt ends just butted up against one 

another, and why the silver spots were 
not proportionately laid out with the 
right side seeming to have too few.

“I did a lot of restoration work on 
this rig at the Museum in Victorville in 
the very early ’90s and had a chance to 
discover the spots were proportional 
with five extending beyond the holsters 
slots on either side. This would have 
worked if the belt were worn with the 
traditional 3" overlap. Also, the billets 
were moved so the belt buckle extended 
well beyond the belt end, so when 
buckled, it centered where the two 
ends meet. If you watch Roy wearing 
the rig you will notice the right-hand 
holster rides further back on his hip 
than the left. And possibly the buckle 
was changed at some time as the holed 
billet had been shaved down part way 
back to fit the smaller buckle.

“In an original photo of Roy 
wearing the rig at home, the outfit is in 
light tan with black two toning where 
the silver spot channels were. His son 
Dusty told me during the filming of 

one movie in 1938 Roy got the rig 
soaking wet and the black dye ran all 
over it. Practical Roy had the whole 
rig dyed a dark brown and wore it that 
way until it was retired.” 

That rig purchased by Roy in 
1938 has been superbly recreated 
by Jim Lockwood and his team of 
professionals and made to house a pair 
of engraved, silver-plated, consecutive 
serial numbered, genuine 5-1/2" .45 
Colt SAAs. The entire rig, sixguns, and 
spurs, with a value of at least $35,000, 
are all being raffled with the drawing 
held Dec. 17, 2011. The winner does not 
need to be present to win. Tickets are 
$10 each, or 11 for $100. Order tickets 
by phone or online with MasterCard 
and Visa or checks by mail. It is an 
exceptionally worthy cause.

Silver Screen legend xiv 
HaPPY trailS cHildren’S foundation

10755 aPPle valleY rd.
aPPle valleY, ca 92308

(760) 240-3330
www.gunSmagazine.com/HaPPY-trailS

continued from page 90

The Happy Trails Children’s Foundation is raffling off this exact reproduction of the 1938-era double-
gun rig, sixguns and spurs Roy Rogers used in many films.



When my generation was growing 
up we had a real appreciation for the 
few things we had. I didn’t realize at 
the time how poor we actually were. 
No government agency tried to sign us 
up, or politicians curry our favor. We 
didn’t have a car until I was 11-years 
old, so I didn’t think it was unusual to 
go to the grocery store pulling a wagon. 

My father died before I was a 
year old and mother remarried 
a few years later to a good man. 
He had virtually no education 
having dropped out of school 
in the 4th grade to work in the 
coal mines, but he always had 
a job, we always had a warm, 
dry, clean house, although quite 
small and nothing fancy, and 
mom always set a great table. I 
don’t know how she managed on 
so little money.

Saturday evening was always 
a great treat as mom made a big 
pot of popcorn on the stove and 
made a large pitcher of Kool-
Aid. How could we be poor with 
such treats? Sunday dinner was 
always a roast or meatloaf so 
we could have cold sandwiches in the 
evening as we listened to Jack Benny 
and Amos and Andy on the radio. I 
thought surely even kings could not 
live any better, and I’m saddened that 
today’s kids miss these wonderful 
pleasures. We all seemed to be very 
happy with very little; so many of 
today’s kids are so sad with so much. 

Although my stepdad had virtually 
no education, he was a voracious reader. 
We always had books, magazines, and 
we got a special treat on Wednesdays. 
Although we lived in Ohio at the time, 
this was the day you could pick up the 
special edition of a New York paper. So 
we got the Sunday comics early as well 
as a magazine section which always 

had a centerfold of a movie star. When 
I got a full color picture of Roy Rogers 
on Trigger rearing up on his hind legs 
tacked up on my bedroom wall, I felt 
as rich as a young kid could be. Roy 
was my hero and it was a wonderful 
Saturday afternoon when we could go 
to town and see a double feature with 
Roy, Trigger, Gabby and Dale Evans 

all for 10¢. The fact Roy was born 
Leonard Slye in Ohio and a fellow 
Buckeye made him even more special 
to me. I was fortunate to grow up at a 
time when we had heroes, something 
today’s kids have a hard time finding, 
and Roy Rogers was right at the top of 
the list as “King of the Cowboys.”

Of course, it was all make-believe. 
Even at our young age we knew movies 
were not real, but that did not keep 
us from being positively influenced by 
cowboy stars such as Roy. In my later 
years I discovered Roy Rogers and his 
wife Dale Evans were real-life heroes 
dedicating much of their life to helping 
disadvantaged children. They adopted 
many such kids and in fact, Dale 
wrote a best-selling book titled Angel 
Unaware which told of one of those 
children. Roy and Dale were both 
people of faith which they lived out 
by helping others. Today, one of their 

legacies is found in the Happy 
Trails Children’s Foundation.

Roy Rogers appeared in the 
pages of GUNS in the early 
days as he was more than just 
a shooter on the silver screen. 
He was an avid sportsman, 
hunter, fisherman, gun collector 
and staunch supporter of our 
Second Amendment rights. I 
remember seeing him pictured 
with a Weatherby rifle and 
earlier I lusted over the Schwinn 
bicycle he was sitting upon. 
Roy Rogers entertained several 
generations of kids and still sees 
to their needs today through 
the Happy Trails Children’s 
Foundation which is located in 
Roy’s longtime home of Apple 

Valley, California. The foundation 
built the Cooper Home to provide for 
abused children. This is a long-term 
care facility and treatment center for 
severely abused boys. With 40 acres 
of high desert land it is a wonderful 
setting for healing.

continued on page 89

REMEMBERING ROY
The Silver Screen Legend xiv raffle.

Today’s kids are so advantaged they can almost be 
considered disadvantaged as they have so much 

you have to wonder how they can appreciate anything. 
it’s not their fault; blame it on parents and grandparents 
who want to give them “more than we had” and, in some 
ways, wind up giving them less. Things can’t replace time 
invested in their lives.

The Silver Screen Legends XIV commemorates Roy Roger’s 100th 
birthday and consists of a pair of 5-1/2" Colt SAA .45s in a double 
buscadero rig. This set was recreated by Jim Lockwood, Conrad 
Anderson, Bob Lescovec, Mike Engstrom and Charles Sauer.

Traditional torture tests are boring. That’s why we throw our rifles 

from moving vehicles, run them over, shoot them, blow them up, 

and drop them from helicopters. This is a true testament to our 

products and the heart that goes into designing & manufacturing 

them - All because your life depends on it. If you aren’t using 

Daniel Defense products, ask yourself… 

“Why the hell not?” 

We   deliver   truth    in   every   Daniel   Defense   rifle   box; 
True   reliability,  True   accuracy,   and   True   dominance.
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